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CHAPTER I
BRUEGEL: HIS TIMES AND HIS BACKGROUND

Art, being the signature of man, is also a reflection
of the cultural heights to which a:,:given society has risen.
Artists have been men of vision who had oracular messages to
be conveyed and transmitted for the benefit of the generations
to come.

A study of art history

is synonymous to the study-

ing of future history; and history of art is in this respect
a research into the development of new ideas and greater
libertarian ideals to which men have aspired.

Artists over

the centuries have won for us the right to dare, and to dare
responsibly, everything.

They

have not anly extended the

borders of the possible, but also asserted the significance
of man vis-a-vis the ecology of the world around and including him.

All artists have, in one way or the other,

processed techniques and probed information systems that
have substantially improved our knowledge of life and enhanced our sources of knowledge.

Some artists stand out as

unique in their futuristic and super-avant garde findings
and attitudes.

One such dynamic man of vision is Pieter

Bruegel~ the elder, whose work is as modern today as centuries ago, and whose reputation as a major genius in the
realm of visual, spiritual and sociological reality is
lately emerging in a fashion which seems to do greater justice

2

at a scale eminently deserved.

I feel that in times to come,

men like Bruegel and Caravaggio

will possibl~ emerge as the

most significant philosophers of visual arts.

The fact that

Bruegel is now being increasingly appreciated on a wider
scale testifies to his greatness as a prophet and as a man
who looked into the future, deeply and intensely,

and

made it seen.
Bruegel was born in the sixteenth century.

Strange

as it may seem, the scholars have not come to any absolute
agreement regarding the exact date or even the year of
Bruegel's birth.

But we do know that he was admitted to

the Painter's Guild in 1551; and assuming that he became the
master painter at the age of 26, one can calculate his year
of birth as 1525. 1 At the time Bruegel was born, Michelangelo
was 45, Martin Luther was about 37, Henry VIII was on the
throne of England, Francis I was the King of France, and
Charles V was facing the gravest crisis of his Empire.
Leonardo da Vinci had died in 1519 in France.
a court painter in England.

Holbein was

Bruegel died in 1569 2when Shake-

speare was five years old.3

1virgil Barker, Pieter Bruegel, A Study of the Painting.
(New York: The Arts Publishing Corporation, l926) p. 7.
2see Appendix B, Bruegel's Epitaph.
3Leonard Rosoman, Bruegel's Mad Meg,
1969~ p. 10.

(London:

Cassell,

3

The sixteenth century was a time of great activity
in world affairs.

The "discoveries" of America, India, the

Indies, Java, and Borneo had increased man's knowledge of
the extent of the world.
development.

It was also the age of scientific

The Copernican system had replaced the Ptolemaic

theory, firmly placing the sun at the center of the universe,
as the planets, including earth, orbit around the sun in
concentric circles.

At the same time, Magellan was cir-

cwnnavigating the globe4 and Gutenberg had already invented
the printing machine.5
The medieval world, with its emphasis on the institution of the church, had been replaced by a new world
with an increased interest in the individual and his surroundings.

Instead of feeling that reality lay in the life

hereafter, people were beginning to stress the visual world
of actual reality~.

So the trend was moving toward dis-

covering the "real" rather than the "new".

Concern for now

was becoming increasinj.y assertive and visually vocal.
Revolts against the abuses in the church were bringing reformation.
The first glow of the early Renaissance had passed,

Millian

4H. G. Wells, Outline of Histo!}'
& Co. Ltq., 1921), p. 155.

(New York:

Mac-

5According to Douglas McMurtric, The Book, The Story
& Book Making
(New York, London, Toronto:
Oxford University Press, 1943~,P• 85.
(The Chinese had
originally invented printing as early as in the sixth century).

of Printing
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yet the interest in antiquity persisted.
time was written largely in Latin.

Literature of the

Sir Thomas Moore, writer

of Utopia, the great humanist Erasmus, and the Italian poet,
Ariosto died, while Bruegel was a young boy.

Less concerned

with classical form was Rabelais, whose productions were
known and used by Bruegel in his Children's Games.
while the painter was on his journey to Italy.

He died

Among pop-

ular literature, there was one which showed a distinctly
genre tendency in the German, Till Eulenspiegel.6 This story
of a peasant who was fond of playing practical jokes enjoyed wide circulation in the sixteenth century.
Bruegel was familiar with it.

It seems

Till's wanderings and humorous

adventures must have appealed to the man "who loved to
frighten people ••••• with all kinds of ghostly noises and
pranks that he played. 117
and surpassed this.

But Bruegel is more of a genius

He has much of the satirical and kindly

humorous quality and shows a sympathetic understanding of
people, displaying the many aspects of life with truthfulness
and his robust virility, allowing the people of his creation
to enact the comedies and tragedies of life without the
6Frederick Loliee, A Short History of Comparative
Literature
(New York: G. P. Putnam & Sons, l'.~06),. p. 156.
7carel van Mander, see Appendix A, a reprint of van
Mander's Schilder-Boeck, the section on Bruegel.
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interpolation of comments by the author.
Some of the great men in the world of art died at
about the time of Bruegel's birth, among them, Raphael,
Carpaccio, and Signorelli.

Durer and Corregio died while

he was growing up, and Holbein followed them while Bruegel
was apprenticed to Coeck.

Around the time of Bruegel's trip

to Italy, Francois Clouet was painting and Germaine Pilon
was designing his sculpture in France.

Michelangelo had

completed his decorations of the Sistine Chapel.

Titian,

Tintoretto, Palestrina, Palladio and Benvenuto were living
and working.a
Art in Flanders in the sixteenth century was much
under the influence of Italy.

In many cases, foreign ideas

were ill-adapted to the Flemish expression, and a much less
vigorous art appeared than had been prevalent in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

The assimilation of under-

lying principles was not complete.

The hybrid production

of the artist was neither good Flemish nor good Italian art
but a debased combination of both.

There was a new interest

in the nude together with a more-studied arrangement of
figures.

Flemish

art, following the tradition of the Gothic,

was interested mainly in the spiritual expression.

With

the dawn of the Renaissance, the Flemings were introduced to
the beauty of classical forms.

When they assim'-ilated these

8oerived from Timothy Foote, the "chronology: artists
of Bruegel's era," The World of Bruegel
(New York: TimeLife Books),p. 186.
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elements into their art, they copied only the decorative
eler.1ent instead of a true understanding of humanism as expressed by their Italian counterpart.

The Antwerp ~annerists

with Habuse (1472-1525) and Bernard van Orley (1491-1542)
are representatives.

Bruegel, who is so highly praised by

the modern art historians, was less successful than his con-

. t er,·F rans Fl oris,
.
at h'is t·ime. 9
t emporary pain
Bruegel was born in a village named Brueghel, not
far from Breda, but most of }1is life was spent in Antwerp,
a commercial and lively city.

'l'he social and economic

conditions, as existed in this city, have asserted a great
impact on his work.

At that time the government of the

city was in the hands of a regent with town councils and
officers.

The councils and officers were subject to the

rule of the regent who was appointed from Spain, first by
Charles V, later by his son, Phillip II.

After that, religious

persecution increaseu to such an extent that many men,
particularly foreign merchants, left the place to find
other homes and places of business. 10
Echoes of these persecutions appear in some of the
works of Bruegel.

In the engraving Justice, many of the

devices of torture of the Inquisition are shown, such as

9Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 17.
lO.b.d
.!:...2::_, p • 91 •
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the wheel, the gibbet, the cross, and the stake.

Some of

the victims are being flogged, some decapitated, and others
stretched.

Wheels are also seen in the Carrying of the

Cross, a painting in the Museum of Vienna.

Indirect re-

ferences to current conditions,understood by his contemporaries,are found in his satire, Big Fish Eat Little Fish,
showing the big fish cut open.

This may have some open

feeling of nationalism--the desire of the Flemings to rid
themselves of the dominance of the big fish, Spain.
Life in Antwerp, however, was not all sorrow and
despair; plays, games, feasts, and drinking had their share
of attention.

Perhaps the chief entertainment was furnished

by the Chambers of Rhetoric with their attendant,
Jewels."

"Land

When they w~re held, processions and pageants

made the streets of the city gay.

Visits of the ruling

sovereigns were other occasions for great public displays,
feasts and carnivals.

The triumphal procession for Charles V's

"joyous entry" into Antwerp in 1548, was under the direction
of Pieter Coeck. 11

Since Bruegel's apprenticeship to Coeck

did not end until the death of the master in 1550, it is
highly probably that Bruegel had an active share in the
designing for this occasion.

&

He must,at least,have had

11Jarvis Wegg, Antwerp 1477-1559
Co. Ltd., 1906).; p. 260.

(London:

Mathew

8

plenty of opportunity to see in actual life what he portrays
in the Battle Between Carnival and Lent.

The intellectual

life of the town as represented by Aegidius and Erasmus
seems not to have penetrated Bruegel's consciousness.

This

is evident from the fact that he often painted the humble
figures, the deprived, man's punitiveness when confronted
with nature.

His paintings are not a reflection of the

humanism written about by the scholars, nor do they.represent the prosperity of the wealthy class.
As might be expected in a commercial and culturallyimportant city, art was commercialized.

Wegg tells that

the sale of paintings and other works of art was so great
that during the regency of Mary of Hunga~y, the Pand by
the Church of our Lady became inadequate.

In 1540, a sales-

room was established in the galleries above the New Bourse
and this was called the Painter's Pand.12

Specialization

of type of painters had become a high point.

Copies of

religious paintings were made by the dozen, not by the
artist who had designed the original print, but in the workshops of others.

Genre paintings were also popular.

En-

graving and the printing press were making possible the
duplication of pictures in relatively inexpensive form.

12ibid, p. 248.

9

Bruegel was inevitably influenced by this commercialism, both before and after his journey to Italy.
He worked in Hieronymus:
Four Winds. 1113

Cock' s Shop, "At the Sign of the

Cock was a painter and dealer in pictures

as well as publisher of prints.

Bruegel made copies of

the works of Bosch to be engraved and also invented satire
and landscapes of his own to be engraved.

Yet it is

significant that when Bruegel was his own master and able
to express his own desires, he left the business behind
him and chose for his subjects the peasants in the country
surrounding Antwerp and Brussels.

13Paul Fierens, Bruegel the Elder
Falcon Press Ltd., 1946i p. 4.

(London:

The

CHAPTER II

BRUEGEL: HIS INFLUENCES INCLUDING BOSCH AND ITALIAN
MASTERS

While modern research has extended our understanding
of the work of Bruegel, it has not found a great deal to
add to van Manders ,account of Bruegel's life; but even with
his short biography of Pieter Bruegel, we tend to be cautious
about accepting van Mander's record at face value.

The

author often added anecdotes and gossip to make his narrations
more lively and interesting.

He did not possess all the

impartial elements which an historian should have.

However,

a few authentic contemporary documents were dug up by later
historians.

They

include:

an entry listing of a painter's

Guild (such guilds were accepted bodies responsible for
standards and development of culture output, and this led
to high technical proficiency and also exceptions proving
the rule, stifling of originality), that records his
acceptance as a master in 1551.

Two letters dated June 16,

1561, and April 14, 1565, written by the Italian geographer
Scipio Fabias to the Antwerp cartographer, Abraham Ortelius,
inquiring about "Petrus Bruochl", their mutual friend.

A

record of Bruegel's marriage in a Brussel's Church register
in 1563, indicates that on that day Bruegel married Mayken,
daughter of Pieter Coeck van Aelst, and Mayken Verhulst. 1

1 Robert Delevoy, Bruegel, (Switzerland:
p. 8.

Skira, 19S,),

11
No burial record exists, but from his tombstone at Notre Dame
de la Chapelle in Brussels, we know he died on September 5,
1569.

2

According to Van Mander, Bruegel was apprenticed
with Pieter Coeck, yet some scholars, notably Charles de
Tolnay have doubted its truth, as they could not find any
3

traces of Coeck 1 s decorative style in Bruegel's work. ,
They even alleged that Van Mander 1 s assumption was possibly
based on his knowledge of Bruegel's marriage with Coeck 1 s
daughter, Mayken. 4

Barker seems to think that Coeck, de-

signer of tapestries, relied too much upon formulas, had
indeed schooled Bruegel, but he assum3d that the precepts
that a master possibly would pass on to an apprenctice
could not dull or conventionalize so forceful a nature as
Bruegel's.

In view of this, most of the scholars who

could not find another substitution had to reconcile themselves on a few slender points which seemed to support van
Mander 1 s account.

These consequential facts include,

(a) Bruegel was familiar with Coeck 1 s woodcut series
Moeurs et Fachons de faire de Turcz, (b) Bruegel may have
taken part in Coeck 1 s large-scale decorative work in the
designing of tapestries, and (c) it was after Coeck 1 s
death on December 6, 1550, the following year that Bruegel

2Bruegel 1 s Epitaph, Appendix B.
3 Delevoy, Bruegel, p. 14.
4

F. Grossman, The Paintings of Bruegel.
Phaidon Press, 1966), p. 12.

(London:
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became a free master at Antwerp and went to work for
Hieronymlil..S _ Cock. 5
As I have discussed in the earlier chapter, during
the sixteenth century, the Flemish acme of good taste in
art was much under the influence of the Italian High
Renaissance art.

Coeck had been a pupil of Bernard van

Orley and had his training in Rome6 and his work was imbued
with the Italianizing formalism.

Bruegel must have been

familiar with the Italian plasticism through Coeck; and as
early as 1552, he made his pilgrimage to Rome.

He also ex-

tended his journey far to the south and north of Italy.
Throughout history, critics have dwelt an this controversy
of his Italian influences.

To earlier critics, Bruegel

was the one Flemish artist of his time who was quite unsusceptible to the Italian spirit, whereas later scholars
have tried to show Italian influences in his work.

Barker

strongly believes in the individual talent of Bruegel.

He

highly praises him:
"He was a great artist in the making; but he was
even more than an artist; for him the art of other men
could be only a part of the all-inclusive experience
of which he was in search. Only such a conception
of his personality can account for the failure of the
Italian masterpiece to influence him then or thereafter
and his own immediate and lifelong preoccupation with
the entire range of nature and of human life." 7

5ibid, p. 13.
6Barker, Pieter Bruegel, p. 9.
7 ibid, p. 10
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Timothy Foote, on the other hand, thinks that he
was borrowing from the Italian painters in his later landscape series when he shifts his characteristic composition
from multitudes to a few frontal masses.8

He also adapted

Michelangelo's mannerism in several of his religious paintings, like The Carrying of the Cross, 9 where he put Christ,
the main subject, in the background, while a group of
thematically irrelevant old women occupies a prominent
place in the foreground.
✓

,

Dvorak looked at Bruegel as an European figure.
His positive attitude to Mannerism, which he arrived at
by a penetrating analysis of the general ideas affecting
the religious conceptions, the philosophy and literature,
as well as the art of the age, led Dvorak to value Bruegel
as the greatest exponent of Mannerism in .lllorthern painting.
He no longer existed as the last of the Flemish Primitives.
He assimilated into his work the Italian influence, organically.

He speaks of Bruegel in terms of first Italianization,

which occu~d after his visit to Rome.

There, Bruegel's

composition is more animated; the profusion of details is
replaced by well-balanced masses and the light and shadows
are large patches.

8 Foote, The world of Bruegel, p. 116
9 ibid, p. 73.
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"Nous pouvons observer plus clairement encore ces
influences dans les tableaux ou il ya des personnages.
A

'

Avant son voyage en Italie il n'y en avait pas; apres ces
voyages ils prennent dans les productions de Bruegel
_.,

Jr

,

bientot une place preponderante et la nouvelle suite
est ouverte par des oeuvres qui s'approchent a n'en pas
douter, des cr~ations des mani~ristes italiens contemporains~lO
A painting done in that period, Resurrection of
Christ, though the people and accessories are Flemish, the
.., '
composition is freer and has more artistic unity. Dvorak
is convinced that Bruegel may have contact with the
Florentine Mannerist, ParmegianhQ and with the school of
Fontainbleau.

It is this change of view that he had ac-

quired on that journey in which he became a modern artist
who had a knowledge of man, of nature and of the tragedy and
comedy of life, which he saw not in a fanciful way reflected
in his imagination, but in a normal way.
The second Italianization occuued in his mature
later period.

The Adoration of the Magi of 1564, now in

London, shows his vertical arrangement of the composition;
the grouped mass of figures dominate the scene by their
proportions; and each of them is placed in relief so that
a monumental as well as a realistic effect is given.

lODvorak, Pierre Bruegel L'Ancien, Trente-Sept
Chromophotaty Pographies D1 Apres ses Principales Oeuvres
(Autriche, Vienne, Avec une Introduction Dans Son Art,)
1926, p. 5.

15
"non pour imiter tel ou tel modele - on cherchait
en vain de semblables modeles--mais pour s'approprier
l'essentiel dans les mayens de la composition et de
11
l'acquis italien et de les unir intimement a son art."
Another critic, Bastalaer, finds him free from
Italian influence:

,
'
,,
''on le voit, Bruegel a su reunir a la fois le realisme
naif, l'art m~-ticuleux et consciencieux des primitifs
du XV~esiecle et la vie et le pittoresqre de Rubens
abstraction faite des puissantes qualit~s decoratives
de ceux-ci. Il represente ainsi un moment presqu'
unique de l'histoire de la peinture flamande; it est
l'aboutissement normal de tout l'art du quinzieme
,
siecle, l'incarnation de l'art flamand pur, libere deja de toute convention primitive, vierge encore de
toute influence etrangere qu'elle vienne de Raphael,
de Michel-Ange ou de Titian. Il est
lui seul le
repr~sentant de l'art flamand prerubenien tout, entier
en meme temps que la reaction du ban sens du terrier
et le r~veil des instincts le plus determines de la
race vers un art libre de taus les maquillages grandioy~s,
el~gants au mythologiques, dont se parent les Floris."

a

I find that Bruegel's landscape is perhaps the
strongest clue to his reflection of Italian influence.

And

that influences also arrive indirectly through his reflection
of his Italian journey.

Here one is reminded of van Mander:

''When he traveled through the Alps, he swallowed
all the mountains and rocks and spat them out again,
after his return, onto his canvases and panels, so
closely was h able to follow nature here and in his
other works." 13
He drew mountains because they were new and strange
to him.

They became part of his repertoire of subject

matter, but he gave these a Flemish flavor.

Could anything

ll Dvora k p·ierre Bruege 1 L 'Ancien,
.
0
p. 2.
12
Rene van Bastalaer, Pieter Bruegel, Son Oeuvre Et
Son Temps (Bruxelles: G. van Oest et Cie, 1907), p. 39.
13 F. Grossman, The Painting of Bruegel, p. 29.
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be more un-Italian than the windmill perched high on the
peak of a rock overlooking the scene in the
Cross in the museum of Vienna?

Carrying of the

This composition with the

intricate patterns of light and dark and inter-weavings of
line and form are not like those of the south where symmetry
and balance are the emphasized qualities.

His coloring

follows that of the Flemish school since he used the green
browns and vermillions instead of the greys and pinks of
the Italian.
predecessors.

His subject matter is related to that of his
That B~uegel was,to a degree eclectic,does

not in any manner deplete his greatness as an artist and
as an innovative uplifter of art.
influenced.

All artists have been

Actuall½ to be entirely original is nei~her

possible nor desirable.

A completely original painting,

assuming but not conceding that it was not impossible,
connotes a statement off, by, of its own and literally
for its own sake solely and therefore with no historic
or cultural links.

Thus it would be singularly boring and

negate the spiritualities that lift art out of the ordinary
into the realm of the superextraordinary communication.
Furthermore, it is a lesson of history that 'originality'
has degenerated into a defense mechanism which is generally
invoked by those critics who, being second hand dealers in
ideas that they invariably are, cannot find any other logic

17

to assert their own brand of intellectual blackmail and
the so called eritical license.

If one were to be caught

up in originality business, practically every artist can
be written off most comfortably.

This I do not consider

as either valid or values, much less aesthetics-oriented
thinking.

Bruegel's outstanding achievement was that he

took over where his predecessors and contemporaries had
left off.

He used religious subjects to some extent, but

Italian angels never fluttered into them.
By far no critics have yet denied the influence of
Bosch on Bruegel.

After Bruegel's return from Italy, for

four or five years his activities were confined mainly
as a designer for engraving for Cock at the "In de Vien

..

Winder, (at the Sign of the Four Winds).

During that period,

his prints delight in grotesque and diabolical imagery. 14
He copied Bosch (the great pioneering recorder of symbolical
and mythological interpretation of man's life on earth)
freely, and his iconography was so close to Bosch that he
was called the later Bosch. 1 5

And in his subsequent paint-

ings and drawings Bosch's influence is certainly apparent
and solidly so, or in the words of Foote:

14Delevoy, Bruegel, p. 23.
15 " •••• Pierre Breughel of Breda, imitator of the
science and fantasy of Hieroshe Bois, and therefore has been
styled a second Hieroshe Bois"----~'Guicciardini, Description de touts les Pays-Bas. Amsterdam 1625, p. 99.
(French translation of Guicciardini's Descrittione di tutti
i Paesi Bassi, Antwerp, 1567).
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"like an undigested goat in the elastic stomach
of a python."l6
He continues:
"both of them have the passionate preachment
against human folly and the almost pathological fear
of the devil. Both indulged in stylistically selfconscious archaism; but emotionally Bruegel was working close to the frontier of popular Flemish feeling.
They were both essentially engaged in a kind of program
painting, which depended on their viewer's acquaintance
with an incra:H:·blerange of folklore and superstition
in just the same way that a nightclub entertainer today
counts on audience familiarity - with current events. 1117
Bosch does have a strong influence on the later
satirists and surrealists.

His mysticism and candid

caricatures are beyond the imagination of man.

He is a

psychological genius, penetrating the subconscious level
of human folly.

He is the pioneer in fantastic imagery.

But to parallel him with Bruegel would be a grossly exaggerated statement.

Bruegel had outgrown him in breadth

and humanity.
We have to remember that when Bruegel borrowed
from Bosch during his early career under Cock, he was aQt
picking up certain stylistic elements to enrich his own
style.

He was deliberately copying the work of a popular

artist in order to earn a livelihood.

Bosch's appeal was

partly due to the populace's pathological fear of the devil
and their passionate sermon against human folly, which

16 Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 43.
17 ibid, p. 46.
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lingered in northern Europe long after the humanism and
Renaissance in Italy.

This diabolical preoccupation has

a wide appeal to the tastes of Bruegel's age in general
and has clearly inspired Bruegel into the world of "human
comedy as a whole."

But Bruegel gradually turned his

back on the unreal and entered the world of everyday life. 1 8
As late as 1562, when Bruegel was well in his mature
period, a painting Dulle Griet can be easily misindentified
as the work of Bosch.
amateurs.

This confusion is not confined to

Until the 1900's, even the experts differed

sharply about the true author of this painting.

A painting

by Bosch, triptyph Garden of Earthly Delights, has a remarkable resemblance to Dulle Griet (Plate 1) of Bruegel.
Most of the symbolism used by Bosch was used again by
Bruegel--the crystal globe, the egg, the owl, the Ship
of Fools, the harp, the fish, the Tree of Life, fortifications, black silhouetted towers, citadels, etc.
them came from Flemish proverbs and folklore.
extended them into powerful visual images.

Many of
Bosch had

Bruegel enhanced

these further by sometimes adding and concealing new,
whimsical and wonderous content matter.

Furthermore, while

Bosch emphasizes the orgy of sexual excitement and thereby
induces spiritual terror, Bruegel illustrates ignobility
of sin and avoids suggestive sexual

l8Delevoy, Bruegel, p. 45.

lust.
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Bruegel's Dulle Griet is intentionally ambivalent
and is subject to several interpretations.

It shows a

giantess leading a troop of dwarf old women storming hell.
It also includes a swarm of hybrid monsters and a fiercelyfanged hell mouth.

Bosch's The Garden of Delights is

comparatively simple. 19
play in three acts:

It presents life as a morality

God creating Eve in the Garden (Left

panel), the sinful worldly life (center panel), and finally
the torments of hell (right panel).

The triptych demon-

strates Bosch's realm of imagination, from the comparative
serenity of Eden to the "nightmares" of hell.

His figures

and animals are either normal or hybrid creatures personified.
Bosch's triptych is extremely sensuous both in
its coloring and subject matter.

There is a

reoccurrence

of apple green and flesh color even in his "supposedly"
gruesome hell scene, so much so that many Freudian students,

19 Bosch's triptyph appears to be simple on a superficial level, his subjects are easily recognizable. However, there has been little agreement on the symbolism of
the sources of inspiration in this triptych. Elena Calas
"Bosch's Garden of Delights, a theological Rebus," Art
Journal (New York: College Art Association of America,
Winter 1969-1970), p. 184, has given a detail study on
some of the hidden meanings, like the vessels and their
enclosures, the shell bearer, the cave opening, the agape.
Charles de Tolnay, Hieronymus, Bosch, (London: Methuen,
1966), p. 32, views this triptyph as a full display of
lust and seduction. William Franger, The Millenium of
Hieronymus· Bosch, (ehicago; The Universi~y of Chicago
Press, 1952), p 47, thinks differently. He says that
Bosch is merely depicting the beliefs and rites of an
Adamite sect.
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noting the abundance of clincially catalogued sexuality, have
20
no doubt if Bosch was exposing his lustful unconscious.
The spectator is amused by Bosch 1 s sinners and devils.
His nnakedn figures, though stylized, give a much more
senuous erotism than the Italian realistic nudes.

In the

center of the panel, a group of naked girls prance about
in the pool.

Around them men who represent

vitality and fecundityn
in a gala procession.

21

11

beastial

are mounted on exotic animals

The world is going on in the fashion

of a merry-go-round orgy.

This nightmarish hell appeared

as a ludicrous circus rather than a place of frightening
punishment.

A pig dressed as an abbess personifies the

ecclesiastical greed, coaxing the condemned to will his
wealth over to the church.

Drinkers and gamblers are

haunted by nmonsters 11 --innocent gigantic rabbits, musical
instruments are crucifying the world disrupters.

Men who

have eaten too well are swallowed by a demoniac ,bird.

What

is surprising is that none of these condemned figures
gives any indication of pain, fear or pathos, even if they
are suffering.

Nevertheless, they can spare the moment

to peep at the excitement elsewhere in hell (lower corner
of the hell panel, Plate 2).

Their placid expression,

and resistlessness to their torturer, coupled with the
smiles of the demons, makes this appear more like a caricature painting rather than a diabolic lecture of hell.
20 roote, The World of Bruegel, p. 61.
21.b "d
1:.......!._, p. 63.
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There is no suggestion of movement in ,Bosch's
triptych.

All motions stopped at the click of the camera ..

Bruegel's Mad Meg appeared much more powerful and emotional
than Bosch's.

He is brilliant at containing the picture

within the picture, and at the same time creating subtle
links between them.

The aggressive pattern forces our

attention backward and forward,
"but the entire force and action is trapped by
the artist inside a rigid architectual framework
formed by Meg on the left--the flat plane on the house
behind, the sharp diagonal of the bridge parapet
below and the stone building with the round lighted
window on the right--none of the energy is allowed
to filter out. It is al½ pinned down in this comparatively small space." 2
It can't be more befitting for Bruegel to use
scarlet red as his dominant color for Mad Meg.

Fire

blazing in hell is the unifying subject matter for this
seemingly chaotic picture and gives it a paradoxical
coherence.

Compared to Bosch's triptych, Mad Meg has a

considerable area of space in the sky and less croWded
figures, but it transmits

to the spectator an extreme

feeling of restlessness and violence.

These are achieved

by the movement of the nervous brush stroke, and a blazing
background of smoke and flame that rise from the burning
horizon and upwards toward the top of the picture.

22Rosoman, !!;'uegel's Mad ~eg, p. 21.

The

Illustration:

;1a~....:':!..~· :.educed to picture planes.
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figures in the picture are forever moving within the picture frame.
survival.

They are angry and are battling for their
Devilish heads, ruined fortifications, the

deserted square, a crowd of nude companions grovel about
on all fours, scratching on the ground.

They really have

the look of the damned about them, a feeling of man's
degradation and humiliation; unlike thee:xotic Bosch's
naked sinners, these look like naked beasts struggling
to rid themselves from the sinking mud.
ening.

It is fright-

Bruegel is certainly successful in shocking his

audience with the terror and chaos of hell.
Aside from the emotional im~act, Mad Meg excels
The Garden of Delights in its composition and picture
plane.

Bosch paints in the tradition of Gothic primitivism;

his subject matters are of equal status and size; and
there is no recession of frontal to rear planes.

Bruegel's

Mad Meg can be reduced to a simple picture plane (Illustration).23

These planes are crowded with incidents, human

beings, hybrids, devils, animals and mysterious symbols of
all kinds, and they are grouped in recessive plane and
perspective.

The enormous sizes of Mad Meg and the monster

on the roof may seem gigantically out of proportion to the
rest of the picture, but in fact Bruegel purposely broke
away from the rule of realistic proportion to give them a

23·b·d
l. l. , p. 18.
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BOSCH : A XEROX SHOWING THE GRAPHIC QUAUTIES OF HIS WORK.
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thematic focus as well as a technical balance.
Meg is furious, ready to storm hell.

She has a

wild expression on her face, but not one of fear.

She

incarnates the spirit of oppression and brutality-elemental malevolence without a spark of pity.
fident, vigorous and contemptuous.
focal point.

She is con-

She is the thematic

But technically, Meg is not as important

a figure as the mCJBter on the roof from the point of view
of the design, and the physical juxtaposition of shapes
and colors.

They are of equal sizes, but strong movements

radiate from the monster rather than from Meg.

Further-

more, if we observe carefully, most of the movement in
the painting is from side to side, but the skinny leg of
the monster points away from us toward the background,
and the posterior is thrust forward toward the foreground,
creating a strong movement from front to back, 24 a
balance and counterbalance in weight and form.
There is also a striking similarity between Bosch's
sketches of cripples and beggars and those appearing in
Bruegel's painting such as !he Blind Leading the Blind, and
the Beggars.

Both of them showed a sharp eye for realism,

a drawing from life.

24.b.d
~,
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Barker thinks that Bruegel has more of what Bosch
possesses and so in this res~ect, he surpasses Bosch. 25
Barnes, on the other hand, thinks that both artists are
equally important in their influences on later artists. 2 6
"Bosch's plastic qualities 27 are: 0001-e powerful.
than Bruegel's and easier to grasp apart from story
interest; his patterns of lines and planes in deep
space are intricate, striking and.bizarre. Both
painters integrate with line and light large numbers
of small figures which seem at first sight scattered
at random over the canvas. Bruegel's landscape background shows a sense of the spirit of place unusual
for his time, and often a realistic atmosphere of
cold winter delight. The works of both men contain
rhythm patterns and distortion of line and mass
which anticipate present-day tendencies in design. 11 28
The writ~r

thinks that the plastic qualities of

Bosch and Bruegel are of the same dimension.

Both derived

from the Gothic two dimensionality with an emphasis on
line drawing.

Bosch turned his world into fantasy, while

Bruegel approached life with a new outlook, instead of
allegories, reality; instead of representation, people.

2 5Barker, Pieter Bruegel, p. 58.
26 Albert Barnes, The Art of Painting
Harcourt, Braces & Co., 1926) p. 18.

(New York:

27 The term plasticity has been broadly used. According to McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Art (New York: McGrawHill Book Co., 1969),Vol. IV. p. 390, "plasticity-that quality
of a work of art which conveys a sense of tangible, sculptured
volume. Although it is basic to sculpture, plasticity can
be deliberately deemphasized in that medium, as it can be
strongly suggested in painting."
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Both indulged in the elimination and simplification of
form. 2 9

In the case of Bruegel, one can deduce his form

into basic pattern of cones, spheres and triangles, which
clearly anticipates Cezanne. 30
and Bosch's triptyph

Bruegel's Children's Games

employ the Wimmelbild ~echnique,31

in which masses of small figures are sprawling on the
painting surface.

The interrelation of these minute

figures and their rhythmic movement brings to the viewers
mind Pollock's expressive lines and dots. 32

29 Grossman, The Paintings of Bruegel, p. 38.
30 nelevoy, Bruegel, p. 62.
31 Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 147.
32 Please see the last chapter for detailed discussion of the consequences of Bruegel.

CHAPTER III
BRUEGEL: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSI011J OF
THE LANDSCAPES ELEMENTS AND 'I1HE ROLE OF
NATURE IN HIS OEUVRE

Landscape painting was never a popular subject for
art until Bruegel's relentless pursuit of nature in his work.
Through much of its early history, it was neglected by the
patrons in preference to the relicjous subject matter.

The

few landscape depictions which occasionally appeared were
often under the disguise of a religious theme.

Michelangelo

once scoffed at this type of landscape painting favored by
the Flemingl:l as work fit only for "young women, monks, nuns,
and certain noble persons with no sense of true harmony. 111
The tradition of lanscape painting in northern Europe
went back to the early 1300's, to the calendar sc-nes in the
Book of Hours, where each month is illustrated by a background
landscape.

It is often a blend of the Flemish passion for

realistic detail with the Burgundian gemlike decoration2 and
the Gothic manuscript's linealism.

This courtly international

style of painting was to continue for the next two centuries.
It was not until 1432, 3 that Jan van Eyck incorporated
a brilliant countryside in his Ghent Altarpiece, a first

lFoote, The World of Bruegel 1525-1569, p. 16.
2charles Cuttler, Northern Painting
Rinehart and Winston Inc., 196m, p. 28.
3 ibid, The World of Bruegel, p. 88

(New York:

Holt,
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attempt to blend realistic detail with religious symbol.

Van

Mander, as late as 1604, could still report its influence,
that "painters swarm around it like summer flies around a
basket of figs and grapes. 114
Friedlander regards Van Eyck as the breakthrough in
the Flemish school of landscape painting.

He says:

"Since the days of Jan van Eyck, a new philosophy of
life had developed. At first man who is the image of
God, had round prominence in works of art and nature,
which on the whole was hostile to man's aspirations
and was regarded as a mere byproduct. Later, with
the advent of the age of discovery, the immensity of
the universe became apparent, but even then large
mountains and trees were merely used to remind one
of the power of God and to evoke reverence and fear.
In the sixteenth century, this conception underwent
a change; a new form of painting developed in which
the human figures were reduced to a mere filling-up-of
the landscape, taken into the new idealized and lofty
land. 115
The conceptual change which Friedlander refers to is
due to the influence of the Italian Renaissance's passion for
space and perspective.

Partly as a reflection of this newly-

grasped sense of the vastness and variety of the universe,
the sixteenth century Northern painters express their view
by a bird's eye perspective, and religious paintings were
painted as if the artist is "surveying the world from an
immensely high cliff. 116

A new artistic convention known

4Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 162.
5Friedlande:r:, Pieter Bruegel {Berlin:
1921~ P• 165.
6Foote, The World of Brue9:el. p. 163.

Propylaenverlag
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as the "cosmic landscape" has taken the place of the dainty
details of The Garden of Eden style of the fifteenth century.
In the words of Foote:
"Religious figures were painted into the foreground
on a ledge or hill. Beyond them, customarily, there
would be a great drop to a lower plane, where the shores
of the world stretched toward a distant, high horizon,_. 11 7
Northern art, by its new devotion to the study of reality,
adhered to the above pattern closely, and very naturally
lost the spiritual or the metaphysical quality that the
Gothic had once possessed to so high a degree. 8

It was for

Bruegel to compensate this loss by his psychological penetration of reality.9
Bruegel's immediate precursor, Patinir, was the
first painter ever to Q!cane famous solely on the basis of
his skill at landscape.

He cared so little for depicting

human forms that he often had Quentin Massys to paint
the necessary Biblical figures into his landscapes.

Patinir

was successful in poetizing his landscape background.

His

widespreading panorama are of descriptive and anecdotal
character, showing such items as bushes, trees, flowers,
birds, rocks, deer, brooks and ponds handled in the accummulative style reminiscent of the sweet Hours of Chantilly.

7 ibid,

p. 163.

8Hagen, Art Epochs and Their Leaders.
Charles Scriberner's Sons, 1927),p. 167.
9Friedlander, Pieter Bruegel, p. 126.

(New York:
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Patinir's conception of landscape was neither atmospheric
nor organic and space was emphasized because of his interest
in putting things into it.

By a system of "literal accretion,"

he developed the scheme of using a systematic distribution
of three color tones;

warm brown for the foreground,

more or less decided greens for the middle pa~t and blue
for the distance. 1 0

Baptism of Christ, Paradise and Hell,

Saint Jerome in the Desert, show heroic backgrounds containing an abundance of elements primarily interesting for
their great topographical display.

Patinir was fond of

using the imaginary rocks of Leonardo da Vinci's backgrounds--rocks which were not to be seen in the Low Countries. 11
Hughes,in his introduction on Bruegel, remarks that •his
(Bruegel) gnawed mountains and toppling seas so resemble the
lunar crags behind The Virgin of the Rocks and the apocalyptic
whorls of Leonardo's deluge drawings. 1112

It is possible

that Bruegel obtained this particular imagery directly from
Patinir's painting or through da Vinci whose work·
Bruegel might have contacted during his stay in Ital~.
Like Patinir and Bles whose Adoration of the Magi
and The Pilgrims of Emmaus, Holy Family showed broad

lOMichel, Great Masters of Landsca e Paintin, (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott and Co., p. 40.
llRoeses, Art in Flanders
Scribner's Sons, 192~, p. 129.

(New York:

Charles

l2Robert Hughes and Ffero Bianconi, The Complete
Paintings of Bruegel (~ew York: Harvey N. Abrams Inc., 196n,
p. 6.
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spreading vistas.

Bruegel loved rocky peaks, stretches

of rivers and hills, but where his predecessors in their
efforts to provide imposing settings for biblical scenes>
had painted rocks and mountains regardless of all reality,
Bruegel studied his nature forms with regard to their
structure; and he made landscapes which were no longer
purely idealistic conceptions.
Patinir and Bles deal with "dead" nature; Bruegel
with "living" nature.

Bruegel was not a collector and

imitator of "things" of nature, treated in anecdotal style,
without regard to structure or form.
With Bruegel, "realism" is achieved by his use of a
single point perspective through which he expressed the
illusion of nature.

Grossman explains that the map-like

character of Bruegel's view may be influenced by cartography,
of which he must have a deep understanding through his
friendship with Abraham Otrelius, the geographer and map
designer. 13
Friedlander mentions Jan van Amstel as a stimulator
of Bruegel's invigorating landscape •••••
"as a predecessor and stimulator of Bruegel we
must regard Jan van Amstel. This painter (who became
a master in 1528) is lauded as a landscape master by
van Mander. He seems especially to have painted

1 3F. Grossman, Bruegel The Paintings, Complete
Edition (London: Phaidon Press, 1955,) p. 13.
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his own native country, and according to van Mander,
in his plates and canvasses he has the background lightthrough, in which Bruegel follows him exactly. Unfortunately no one has yet succeeded in finding some
work of art which could be brought into connection
with the name of van Amstel. His time of activity
lies at such a period that Bruegel could well ~ave been
stimulated in personal association with him." 1
Incidentally, one is tempted to ask if Bruegel's use
of water color in some of his paintings was inspired by
Coeck's wife, who herself was an accomplished watercolorist
from Malines. 15 This of course is not a very crucial
point in understanding Bruegel, but is merely mentioned
as a clue to one aspect of the giantic artistic personality
of Bruegel.

Watercolors have their very own quality of

transparency and graceful charm and the fact that Bruegel
too was impressed by this media partially explains his
dealing with oil painting much more creatively than most,
if not all,of his contemporaries.
Although Bruegel's technique relaxed the immutable
style of his predecessors whose immovable trees filled the
landscape, his contribution to landscape art lies primarily
in the fact that in his interpretation, nature lives.
14 Friedlander, Pieter Bruegel, p. 36.
lSGrossman, Bruegel, the Paintings .pl3' According to
August Corbet, Pieter Ceecke van Aelst Antwerp, 1950, p. 90.
Professor A. Vorenkamp, in a lecture held in Antwerp in February 1949, suggested that Mayken Verhulst rather than Coeck
was Bruegel's teacher. S. Bergmans in Revue Belgh d'Archeologies et d'Histoire de l'"'art XXVI, 1958, p.83, tentatively
identified Mayken Verhulst with the Master of the Brunswick
Monogram, whose influence on Bruegel has been stressed repeatedly."
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With Bruegel, the landscape no longer stands in monumental calm, but instead it awakens to actuality.

He

developed the plastic landscape of Massys, by adding complete animation, greater fluency, and flexibility.

Bruegel's

atmospheric landscape is not merely a truer vision of
appearance but it gives a new power of pictorial organization.

His art breathes of the spirit of nature, the de-

scription of nature as the natural conditioning of life. 16
He conceived nature as an orgaatc, living being, in which
"nature forms were living principles containing the
eternal substance, the inner breadth and the presence of
a continuous organic, unfolding expansion. 11 17

He looked

at nature with sober objectivity, showing nature as she
moves and produces alternations in her appearance.

His

accidental elements are not fixed, but they have an indeterminate diffuseness, an evanescence and ephemeral
quality by which he interprets the capacity of growth and
movement.

He speaks of nature intensely-simply, because

he penetrated "beneath the skin" of reality.

He inter-

preted Nature's mood.
In comparison to Bles, Bruegel is factual and truthloving; even where he pictures the gigantic, his format is

1 6ovorak, Peire Bruegel L'Ancien, p. 15.
17 charles de Tolnay, The D~awings of Pieter Bruegel
The Elder. p,. · 8.
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convincing and true to nature; his landscapes do not appear
as conglomerations, but are observed as sections of the
earth.

Bruegel regards the mountains with a temperament

corresponding to the dimensions.

The freedom and proud

projection of the mountain-tops affect us with a power
which Patinir and Bles could neverh~V:ieinspired into their
heaps and towers.
state of the soul.

Patinir made his landscape symbolize a
When men discovered that everything in

Nature is subject to physical laws, they began to find
beauty in all events.

Bruegel felt the interdependence
18
· undividedness of all things.

and the

He emphasizes the 'here' and 'now' of Alpine scenes.
In his Corn Harvest (Plate 3), the rhythm of line and form
follows the rangy hills on either side, further enforced
by the repetition of numerous scrubby bushes and small trees.
Those forms take rounding directions which are mutually
related to the hilly mass.

A thrust moves from the tower

foreground into the upper distance.
organized

The

composition is

around this successive movement.

All items flow

together, in one diagonal movement which sweeps and gravitates
toward the dynamic axis.

By overlapping the planes, real

and actual space is achieved; this is supported by the plastic
articulation between the forms.

He conceived form as an

1 8 Friedlander, Pieter Bruegel, p. 130.
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ever-flowing source of motion incorporated into the spatial
landscape.

Here we witness his increase of the sizes of

the figures in the foreground.

The landscapes and the

human beings are closely and organically united.

He was

never obliged to arrange successive episodes of the same
story within one f~ame; as the older artists had done.

All

the things that happen in his paintings could happen; they
do happen just as he shows them, at the same time and in
just the same relationship to each other that he depicts.
He always observed time, unity and pulls together his wealth
of episode by playing through the unity of theme. 19
Bruegel created a new artistic idiom because he
chose to see and to represent nature exactly as she is in
her essence from man and his doings--that it was beautiful
all by itself.

This constituted a new faith, a new and

. 1 y persona1 s t y 1 e--a new re 1 igion
. .
t 20
en t ire
of ar.
Bruegel 1 s landscapes fall roughly into three periods.

21

The first, 1552-1558, is characterized by prints made from
nature on his journey to and from Italy, those of his stay
in Italy, and those made after his return to Antwerp.

During

those years he executing The Large Series of Latin Titled
Tyrolian Landscapes with heroic panoramic scenes, which
formed the basic preparation for his great paintings of a
19 virgil Barker, Pieter Bruegel.
Arts Publishing Corporation, 1926), p. 31.

(New York:

The

20Tolnay, The Drawings of Pieter Bruegel the Elder, p. 18.
21 Based on a study by Edward Michel, Bruegel.
Les Editions G. Cies et cie, 1931). p. 48.

(Paris:
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later date.

Barker states the importance of this print:

"Was it the Alpine Mountain sides--that suggested
to him the device of a slightly-elevated viewpoint?
It is this more than anything else that enables him
to compose upon his multitudes, that order of art by
which may be expressed the disorder of life. And it
is this that gives him his long perspective of far
horizons dominated by oblique lines. These last,
starkly visible at first and gradually becoming more
broken and concealed, constitute the characteristic
mark of Bruegel the designer. 22
11

The voyage to Italy resulted in the discovery of a new
reality.·
The second period, 1558-1563, covers the remaining
years of his stay in Antwerp.

In these years, Bruegel

rendered his intimate, Small Series of Landscapes of the
Brabantine country of the Campaine.

Here we can see his

more skillful technique in the painting of great panorama-like vistas.
The third period, 1564-1569, begins with the year
of his marriage and his subsequent removal to Brussels,
where his paintings of landscape and landscape background
reached the fullest expression of his ripened talent.

He

reached this greater fluency and breadth by his plastic
articulation of landscape form.
After Bruegel returned from his Italian trip and
settled in Antwerp in 1553, he was affiliated with O.erome
Cock as a collaborator, making drawings which were engraved

2 2Baker, Pieter Bruegel, p. 40.
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by George Hoefnaegel for the shop.

His memories of the

Alps were the basis of the Large Latin - Titled Landscapes,
composite views in which the far and low horizons of the
Low lands were combined with Alpine views.

The engraver

of this series didnOt sign his work,only the name of the
editor, Jerome Cock, is found beside that of Bruegel. 23
The Latin-Titled Series, 1553-1558, contains thirteen landscapes in titles engraved on the margins below each.
There are few people in his earlier landscapes made
during his Italian journey in 1552, but after 1553, in
some of his engravings, more people begin to appear.

They

are usually small in proportion to the setting, but are
nevertheless handled in a realistic fashion.

These ant-

like figures set in a monumental landscape have an indeterminate diffuseness, an ephemeral quality by which he interprets the capacity of growth and movement.
Delevoy says that his earliest landscape drawing as
in The River in a Hilly Landscape (Louvre) and Landscape
with Sailing Boats and Burning Town (Platel~, have the
"charm of the lightness, spontanity and vibrancy of an impressionistic painting". 24

In the famous Large Landscape

Series, he combined Alpine reminiscences with motifs of the

23 Bastelaer, Les Estampes de Pieter Bruegel L'Ancien,
p. 32, believes that the saints and scenes from Holy writ
were added to the landscapes of Bruegel by Jerome Cock.
24Jacques Lassaigne and Robert Delevoy, Flemish paintini from Bosch to Rubens. (Geneva: Skira, 1958,) p. 44.
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Flemish countryside.

The composition is so organically

united that it resembles real landscape representations.
The human figures are more like onlookers, and they contemplate the scene with philosophic detachment.

".Man

confronted with the infallible logic of nature, is conscious
of the limitations of all human endeavor. 1125

This unassuming

world philosophy of Bruegel will constantly reocurr in his
later painting, which makes him stand out as a profound
artist.
Compare Bruegel's early landscape with the work of
his contemporary, Jerome Cock, proprietor of the Shop of
the Four Winds, whose Landscape With Mercury and the Argos
presents a formalized inventory of disaster items, completely static, in which lives are neatly regular.

Stylized

reading and immutable outlines allow no casual effect of
1ight and shade to break the status regularity of the forms.
Jerome Cock's landscapes had no corporeal quality, 2 6 they
were still dependent upon outlines.

Bruegel renounced

immutable boundary lines around forms and objects.

All his

parts are incorporated into a dynamic swing which typifies
growth through a weaving of lines in waves of plastic articulation.

He is already ahead of his contemporaries.

25ibid, p. 45
26Tolnqy, p. 8.
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After 1558, Bruegel was entirely concerned with
painting.

Just as his landscape prints had realized a growth

from the isolated and detailed to the exp4nsive and undivided, his painting is characterized by a similar development.

The early painting, The Children's Games, has

discrete elements which are decentralized.

"The total view

is less effective than the individual parts---unity lies in
the dominating thought and in the spatiality of the stage,
seen from above." 27
In 1559, 28 Bruegel

made the Little Series of Land-

scapes, which show no grand rivers, steep rocks, deep
valleys, majestic ruins or heavy skies, which characterize
the Latin Series, but instead,
" •••• an indefinite and puddled village street; a
church set among trees, the hybrid ruralness where town
and country meet---the buildings and small figures
rendered in a clean, unwavering line and the massed
multitude of leaves given without a superfluous or
unmeaning scribble--these things conveyed with such
immediacy by the free and sensitive pen work---." 29
In this series the sky shows an all-glowing sun,
drifting clouds, darts of light, sacks of shadow, and
scarves of mist; the horizon is lower, and tl'elight is

27 Friedlander, Pieter Bruegel, pp. 119-120.
28 Bastelaer, Pieter Bruegel,L'Ancien, son Louvre et
son temps, p. 43. " •••• all signatures by Bruegel's own hand
have without exception placed "e" after "u" •••• the spelling
with the "h" is characteristic of early work ••• but after
1559, Bruegel signed without the "h" ••••• "
2 9Barker, Pieter Bruegel The Elder, p. 15.
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graduated.

An example is Village Landscape Enclosed Around

a GDove or Thicket, 1560 (Louvre), which has the sun drawn
with delicate small lines and dots.

Masses of clouds, far

overhead, are indicated by line repetitions of a rounding
turn, while the trees are rendered with fine line pen work
showing bDoken and flickering masses of light and shadow.
Comparison between Bruegel's early and late landscape prints shows significant changes in his method•
Village Landscape Enclosed Around a Grove or Thicket 1560,
presents an intimate rendition of a small section of Nature,
while the Hilly Mountain, 1553, is an extensive panorama
of heroic, grand style.

The print of 1560, shows the

bushes and trees and village huts adjusted to one another
in a new way.

Here the people are less emphasized than in

the early print, where Bruegel used a more discrete rendering of individual forms.

In the Village Landscape Enclosed

Around a Grove or Thicket, details are rendered with undividedness in a unified ensemble which is in perfect accord
with the representation of Nature's growth and flux.

The

items of this print are incorporated into an organic whole
which has plastic articulation.

The print of 1560, shows a

marked departure from Bruegel's earlier habits in the direction of an increased looseness in the handling of foliage
and trees.

In the early print there is less coalescence
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between parts, and the pen work seems hard in comparison to
the more delicate and varied handling of the later work.
The Battle Between the Israelites and the Philistines,
1563 (Vienna), gives the clue to Bruegel's rapidly-developing genius as a painter.

"You will realize what a powerful instrument of
pictorial organization this is if you consider how
vivid a sense you have of, this crowd of figures
pressing into the valley, how sharp, how complex
the massing of the spears, and yet all this embraced
by the eye as a single whole with perfect ease. 1130
Dvorak. also says:
" ••• the historical catastrophe· is nothing in the
face of the impassable majesty of the mountains, and
the forests, between which the ~yrnan tempest is held,
and against which it is broken."
Landscape with the Fall of Icarus,(Plate 4) in
spite of its early dating in his second period, 32 is ranked

30pry, Flemish Art, p. 142.
3 lov6rak, Pierre Bruegel L'Ancien, p. 16.
3 2There are two versions of the almost-identical
composition, one (63x90 cm.) is in the possession of New
York and Brussels, D. H. Van Buren Collector, the other
one is (73~5xll2 cm.) hanging in the Musees Royaux des
Beaux-Arts Brussels. Opinions as to the authenticity of
both versions are divided. Gluck, Pierre Bruegel the
Elder, favors the van Buren version, in which the sun is
imaged high up in the sky, and the figure of Daedalus is
flying in the air, Jedlicka (Grossman, p. 190) on the
other extreme thinks that both paintings are copies, with
the smaller one truer to the last original. It is difficult
for one to assess whether these two paintings are copies or
(cont. on page 44)
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as high as the famous later works, the five Months and
The Magpie on the Gallows.

Stylistically, The Fall of

Icarus is still archaic; it relates more to the courtly
elegance of the International style of the Limbourg
brother 1 s Book of Hours or Bening 1 s August and September.
Fry finds Bruegel an externalist except in his
painting of The Fall of Icarus where he is sophisticated,
self-conscious, and in a poetic mood.

He says:

nsomething

of his habitual curiosity and precision remains in the
subtle harmonies of violet greys and orange of the sky,
with its anticipation of another northerner 1 s reaction to
the Mediterranean light--for it is such an effect as
Claude loved--but in general it lacks the sharp accent of
his realistic vision.

He seems deliberately to have

generalized, to have suffused the scene with the glow of
his lyrical mood.

(

32

Only in the field and the plowman does

cont.) originals from plates, but I think that
the bigger one is stylistically closer to Bruegel 1 s other
works. This is the only one with a mythological subject
among Bruegel 1 s paintings. Even in his religious paintings,
such as Carrying of the Cross, the Death of the Virgin,
The Numbering at Bethlehem, he tends to cast the theme out
of the tradition. They are very accidental elements in
the world of flux and change. It will be closer to Bruegel 1 s
temperment and philospphy to paint Icarus, already
fallen into the sea, and the rest of the world goes on
unnoticed and unalarmed by the tragedy. Incidentally, most
of the reproductions used in books to illustrate The
Fall of Icarus are of the Brussel version (including
Gluck). Both versions were undated. Most scholars are in
favor of an early date but Vanbeselaere and Grossman think
that it was done around 1567-68. I favor the 1568 date.
It has a remarkable reminiscence of the Landscape With the
Parable of the Sower (signed and dated veghel-557), but
in the Fall of Icarus, there is more sophistication and
maturity.
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he fall back on literal and familiar fact, and even this
has a curious distortion unfamiliar in Brueghel's worlc.
It too, is "poetized"; the ploWI}lan himself seems influenced
by the elE:g·ia..c -" mood.

Nothing is more curious from the

point of view of psychology of artistic creation, than
this lapse from grim and almost brutal realism into all
too conscious poetry.

Breughel's imagination was intensely

individual and within certain limits, perfectly sincere,
but it was not profound enough to reach the highest flights
without some distorting efforts:33
Timothy Foote emphasizes a different aspect of the
picture.

He thinks that Bruegel is handling this picture

in a uniquely personal way.

His choice of Icarus' tragedy

(the subject of the painting Icarus was a mortal who is
given wax wings by his father and who pridefully ventured
too close to the sun and so falls to his death in the sea)
was partly due to the rising popularity of classical
themes, but more important than that, "it has a built-in
didatic moral about the disaster that pride inevitably
brings down upon man", and "by painting the picture in
this eccentric way, Bruegel has transformed the myth
into a proverb. 34
11

33Roger Fry, "Flemish Art at Burlington House,"
Burlington Magazine 1, (March 1927, p. 37).
34 Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 149.
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However, to read too much into the mystery of
the painting tends to minimalize the true quality of the
artist's brilliance. 35

Bruegel is a painter of genre.

He depicts this tragedy as what he sees in the nature of
man which is cruel to the point of amusing; as a l~g
of Icarus still shows above the water, the shephard looks
toward the sky as though expecting something more to
fall.

Everyone has ignored his fall.

The ploughman and

the fisherman go casually about their affairs.

It has a

strong parallel to the modern times apathetic human nature;
a woman recently was raped in a South Chicago subway
station, and the passerby men hardly blinked.

Bruegel

is depicting the scene Mith objectivity, with a journalist's
immediacy.

There is absolutely no sentimentality.

If

he meant to give a didatic lesson throught this tragedy,
it would be more proper for him to cast the setting with

35 vanpuyvelde, in La Peinture flammade au siecle
de Bosch et Bruefel, Paris 1962 also warns his audience of
the erroneous at empts which scholars tend to overread
into Bruegel's oeuvres. He says "It makes superfluous
any search for enigmas and allusions which the artist never
intended to introduce in his works" (Robert Hughes, The
Complete Paintings of Bruegel, p. 13), however, whereas
I think that too much literal
speculation into
the artist's supposedly hidden message tends to steer
away from Bruegel's true nature--art for art's sake, which
makes him a formidable spirit at the beginning of modern
painting; Vanpuyvelder thinks that critics have overexaggerated Bruegel's importance. To quote him, "Bruegel did
not have a comparable breadth. One has only to compare
him with such.leaders as Hubert van Eyck andRubens to convince oneself of this."
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the somber hues of the North, instead of the radiant dawn
colors of the Mediterranean world.
Van Mander in his Foundation of the Painter's Art
has furnished us the explanation of the meaning of only
one painting, The Magpie on the Gallows {Plate 5).

By

the magpie, Bruegel meant to portray the gossips whom he
delivered to the gallows. 3 6

This would not have been the

obvious intention of the picture to uninitiated eyes, for
there is in it a certain grim humor in the callous attitude
of the peasants, dancing with such light hearted gaiety
close to an instrument of death, which seems more important
than the presence of a bird on the gallows.

The writer

does not agree with this explanation furnished by van
Mander.37

If van Mander's statement on Bruegel's intention

were true, Bruegel might forfeit his high place as a painter
of pure genre, and rank higher as a satirical and reforming
painter.

But based on his circle of associations and his

other works, the latter conclusion is certainly false.

His

36 see Appendix A, van Mander's account of Bruegel.
37 scholars have constantly doubted various aspects
of van M.ander's Schilder:-'.:60eck. To quote Grossman, Pieter
Bruegel, The Painting, p. 28, says, "Van Mander certainly
tried to obtain as much accurate information as possible on
the artists whose lives he wrote, but like Vasa~i, he did
not hesitate to enliven his narrative by using anecdotes
which, while often not literally true, can be accepted as an
indirect and early-remembered comment on an artist and as
an attempt to make certain aspects of his art clearly
visible.
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Five Months commissioned by a wealty Antwerp burgher,
Niclaes Jonghelinck, stands uniquely in art history as a
series of "grandiose pastoral symphony. 1138
The series of The Seasons originally consisted of
six large panels illustrating the successive occupations
of the months of the year (in pairs);

Hunters in the Snow

represent December and January (Vienna signed and aated
1565);

The Dark Day (Vienna, signed and dated 1565)

February and March;
The

aay Making (Prague) June and July;

Harvester (Metropolitan Museum, signed and dated 1565),

August and September; The Return of the Herd (Vienna,.
and dated 1565), October and November.

signed

The panel illustrating

April and May is lost. 39
Bruegel's improved mediam enabled him to approximate

38 oelevoy, Bruegel, p. 105, mentions that Johghelinck,
an eclectic connoisseur, already had several works by
Bruegel, notably a Tower of Babel (the Vienna version) had
commissioned Bruegel a series of six pictures representing
The Seasons as decorations for a salon in his new residence
on the Avenue du Margrave.
39 Lassaigne and Delevoy, p. 54 .critics have differed sharply in accessing the particular montfis corresponding
each painting. Mulin de Loo relates the Hunters to
February. Gluck to January and February. De Tolnay to
December-January. Grossman: for January alon~ Mulin de
Loo and Edouard Michel assign The Hay Making to the month
of June alone; De Tolnay to June - July; Grossmam and
Genaille to July; Edouard Michel opened The Harvester to
July alone. De Tolnay to August-September. GF.ossman and
Genaille opt for the month of August anly. Gluck, after
assigning it to July only, finally believed it to stand for
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more closely, precise effects of light and modulation of
colors.

His light came from a definite source, thus

enhancing the appearance of ambience and dept?.

Different

degrees of advancing luminosity were realized by gradations
of color.

Bruegel's rich palet'be interprets Nature's varied

combinations according to the season and the hour of the
day.

It is natural that Bruegel's appreciation of the

things of every-day life and his choice of subject matter
should have marked an advance in landscape painting.
Bruegel's Dark Day (Plate 6) depicts a somber sky;
great clouds hang over the distant landscape, the grandeur
of which resembles the heroic Large Landscape Series.

In

Dark Day, winter trees in the foreground form a tracery
against the winter sky.

The pallid, slightly-rippled water

of the river has a shimmering surface which reflects light.
In its revelation of atmospheric light and ambience, Dark
Day is an extraordinary tour de force.
Patinir, Bruegel's immediate predecessor in landscape painting, instead of trying to find direct and individual inspiration in the country around him, depicted

(39cont.) July-August combined. tn Flanders, ·.:tarvesting takes place sometime in July, though often in
August. For the Return of the Herd, Gluck thinks that
it is a depiction of the months of September and October,
Edouard Michel assigns the scene to November, De Tolnay to
October-November, Grossman to November.
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scenes which bear no relation to the reality of the Low
countries.

In the Months, Bruegel realized a perfect

rapport between man and Nature.

Nature was felt to be

the ever-present observer of human fate, and mankind
became a part of Nature.

./

.

Dvorak says that Bruegel's

Months have a new vital intensity which makes inanimate
things alive. 40
Patinir's Baptism of Christ shows a stream whose
windings appear and reappear in several parts of the picture, surrounded by weird scenery of a rugged type.
Patinir's
ness.

11

Nature" was intended to charm by its picturesque-

Fancy enters largely into his interpretation of

Nature, which was superficial and confused in comparison
with Bruegel's organic landscape.

Patinir's heterogeneous

details, sea, steep rocks, and valleys, were treated in
absolute clarity in an encyclopedic manner.

Bruegel's

light and shadow created anunified characterization.
Patinir's distant bushes are rendered in the same manner
as those in the immediate foreground, while Bruegel's skill
with the brush created remarkable variations in his rendition
of foliage.

He saw colors and lights as

metu\S

of situating

relative parts and securing spatial freedom in landscape.
The color composition of Dark Day has strong unity, which

40 Dvorak. p. 16.
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is created by the massing of the darks.

The low values

are carried into the upper portion of canvas by the trees
which unite them with the middle values of the sky.
He seems always to have seen everything as a pattern.
No wonder we call him a pioneer, for this method of painting,
especially landscape painting, is what many artists of
today are gradually returning to after a couple of centuries of representation.

So insistant is the decorative

pattern in 'Peasant' Bruegel that when he paints, the subject seems unimportant; we do not trouble about its meaningwe see only the delightful pattern and are indifferent to
the details.
looking at

This points the way to the modern manner of
rather than into a painting, that is art for

the sake of art.
In Hay Making (Plate 7), there is a definite movement from the center of the foreground out to the edges.
There it is stopped at the left by a seated peasant and
on the right by a tall tree, whose branches carry the eye
back into the picture.

There is a slight jump here for the

eye, but the transition is made by a light cloud over to a
rocky cliff and down to a hay wagon.

The line of the wagon

and horses directs the attention again to the group of three
women with rakes on their shoulders who had started the
movement to the left from the center.

Inside this large
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oval are smaller centers of movement; the ~ost striking
is the radiation of the peasants from the hay wagon.

The

two strong diagonals of the landscape in the foreground
are met by the counter thrust of lesser diagonals from
the lines of the haystocks and the undulating hills clear
to the horizon.

In this complicated pattern, there is a

certain grotesque element given by the women and men who
are carrying huge baskets on their head$.
In The Return of the Herds, 1Plate 8), Bruegel
has shown a clever use of distortion in the drawing of the
cows.

The movement in this composition is dramatic.

The

sweeping curve begun by the group of hurrying peasants
at the lower right and carried by the cattle deep into the
picture, is echoed and prolonged by the lines of the hills
and the winding stream.

A relief and a steadying infiUence

to this swirl is given by the verticals of the trees which
frame each side of the picture in the foreground and the
steep cliff in the background.

Delevoy points to us that

in his painting, there is a diagonal which divides the
composition into two contrasted zones, where-in he emphasized the space element.

There is a pronounced ab-

straction of form and color. 41

The whole setting is in

harmony with the action of the men.

Bruegel seems to

have the extraordinary ability to see and depict not simply

41 nelevoy, Pierre Bruegel, p. 103.
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landscape or people, but the two as complementary parts
of a single whole.

His people are rooted in the earth

and belong to it as surely as do his trees and rocks.
predecessors in the

Flanders

peasants in their paintings.

His

, to be sure, had used
Peasants were not new

materials, but none had dwelt on them so continuously as
Bruegel.

He gives to their lives something of the epic

quality which is found in Knut Hamsun's Growth of the Soil.
Perhaps the masterpiece of the series is his Hunters
in the Snow (Plate 9),

The subject matter is similar to

that of December from the Tres Riches Heures of the Duke
of Berry, but Bruegel does not stop with a tableaux of
the hunters.

He gives a wide view of a valley, beyond

them with skaters on the ice, houses with snow-covered
roofs, and mountains in the background.

There is depth

and reality in the scene, and a feeling of third dimension
in the figures which was lacking in the earlier decorative
treatment.

Almost never in Bruegel's painting is one

~on_scioll_S of a deliberate arrangement, for he reproduces
on his canvas life as he saw it,

With all its movement

and vitalitY, and interprets it as a living organism.

Yet

in this translation of life, Bruegel employs the method
which has come down to him from his p:iaiecessors.

He fills

the space with an infinite moving line which loses itself
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in convolutions only to reappear at a casual glance.
is not simple.

Life

There is an interrelation and interaction

of people upon one another and an influence upon them of
their environment.
Lass~ and Delevoy think.

that tttis is a true

piece of impressionistic renderings of scenes of nature
epitiomising his philosophy of nature.

He says;

"Breugel •• setting order in the disposition of
the picture elements and while sacrificing nothing of
his cosmic vision, of asaigning its exact, tactile
value to each detail •• restoring to man its due place
in the center of things. Breugel's work is persuaded
by the rhythm of the seasons, by those external laws
of nature which governall the works and days of men
and while fully alive to the infinities of the human
situation, he confers an epic grandeur on the hu.,w21e,
hand-to-mouth existence of the Flemish peasant."
Foote thinks that "what has made this moving view
of peasants and snowbound scenery world fa41;,o\ls, however,
is not its place in the evolution of art, but its overwhelming truthfulness of atmosphere. 1143

Bruegel is a

mood painter, a pioneer to modern impressionism.
painting, we witness landscape art at its purest.

In this
Bruegel

has finally found himself in this spa~e, synthetic grandeur
landscape.
"Never", writes Edouard Michel, "has an artist
rendered with such intensity the elegiac quality and the
profound melancholy of the northern landscape in the grip

42 Lassigne and Delevoy, Flemish Painting, p. 53.
43 Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 16.
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of winter, and Bruegel does it without a trace of sentimentality or any superfluous elaboration. 11 44
Delevoy thinks that Bruegel has placed men in the
correct position in the cosmos.
" ••• though he (men) c~n assert his personality,
he still feels the compulsion to act and to exist
according to the laws imposed by Nature. His life
rhythm is inseparable from them and he is conditioned
in all he does by his natural environment. He lives
by it, depends on it--and dies of it. He cannot be
isolated from the cosmos as a whole ••• He constructs,
often as not for himself, but he also labors for others;
and throughout, he remains an anonymous type - figure •.•
an incarnation of humanity striving toward some goal
that may be inaccessible but one which man forever,
indefatigably seiks despite the obstacles set up by
natural forces." 5
Bruegel realized in his last period,
"the solution of the two problems of his life,
the lift of Nature, and the life of Man; and the
solution was the life of Man in Nature. The Months
sum up his life's endeavor, both in the material fie
had all along been dealing with and in the conceptions
between which all along he had been alternating ••••
all things are adjusted to one another ••• the people
are neither too large nor too small, but a~in igrfect
relationship ~o an immensely embracing nature."
He "imitates" natuEe 47 in the most natural and

44Michel, Great Master of Landscape Painting, p. 39.
45 oelevoy, Bruegel, pp. 106-107.
46 Barker, Pieter Bruegel, p. 53.
47ortelius in his eulogy on Bruegel is the first and
the only scholar till early twentieth century who has captured the real essence of Bruegel, that he imitates from
nature, and not any artist. He did not mention his stylistic
approximity to Hiconymous Bosch or his traits as Pieter the
Droll which had been unfairly attributed by critics for the
next three centuries until the twentieth century. See
Appendix A.
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direct way.

He has gone beyond the surface as a realist

and emerges

as a philosopher of art instead.

"reclassified the universe. 1148

The world that

He has
he

arrived

at is the result of "personal visual experience, registered
with exceptional sensitivity, then assimilated, sublimated
and intergrated into an orgatl~~

whole. 1149

4 8a. Dufrenne's observation, Delevoy, Bruegel, p. 38.
49 ibid, p. 98.

CHAPTER IV

BRUEGEL:

ELEMENTS OF GENRE DEFINED AND DISCUSSED

Bruegel is, no doubt, a prolific artist.

His

works are open to various facets of intellectual research
and interpretations.

We tend to ask, is he the fun-loving,

drinking and dancing fellow who mingled freely with peasants?l
Is he a member of some esoteric religious cult, disguised
in his fantastic dreamland of allegory and symbols?2

Is he

a sympathizer with the liberation movement against the iron
rule of the Hapsburg regime and the persecution of Protestants by the Catholic Church? 3

lvan Mander's description of Bruegel's merrymaking in the peasant's activities was to be taken seriously
by critics until early twentieth century. Even Baudelaire
regards the artist as Bruegel the Droll, who expressed in
allegory and Bosch-like fantasy.
(This account on Bruegel is
fully reproduced in the Appendix). Grossman analyzes the
origin of Van Mander's anecdote in The Paintings of Bruegel,
p. 29, that the author was possibly inspired by Leonardo's
advice to artists to watch persons in real life and kept
the memory for later use in paintings. This was recorded
in Vasariand Lemazzo's Trattato dell' Arte de la Pittura
(1584), which also mentions a story of Leonardo, arranging
a peasants' banquet in order to study the jovial and gluttonous
expression of his guests.
2It has been documented that Bruegel's intimate
friends Hans Franckert and Plantin are sympathizers with the
Reform movement.
Plantin in 1563, had to flee from Antwerp
because he was accused of being a member of the clandestine
sect. Scholars have been toying with the speculation that
Bruegel belonged to the same heretic sect, and used his
marriage as an obstensible reason for moving to Brussels in
order to avoid persecution. Delevoy, Bruegel, p. 24.
3Bruegel as a Flemish national hero verus Bruegel
the spectator, bearing the testimony of his age, is a
controversial topic which will be discussed later in the
(continued on next page)
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The answer is no.

He is none of these.

He is

only depicting the scenes of everyday life as represented
by his contemporary facts and facets of life.

He is a

painter of genre, as John Canaday.·· says, "his fantastic
inventions were neither discordant or contradictory, but
were interdependent aspects of reflections upon the nature
of man. 114
The meaning of genre according to the Encyclopedia
Britannica is::
"§enre, as applied to painting, has primarily to
do with the type of subject; but the proper application
of the term is limited also by the painter's attitude
toward the subject. In genre painting, the artist
deals with the intimate scenes and subjects from ordinary life. The elimination of imaginative content
serves to focus attention upon shrewd observation of
types, costumes, and setting ,,and upon the beauty and
appropriateness of color, form and texture. True, genre
painting should reduce to a minimum such subjective
qualities as the dramatic, historical, satirical~
didactic, romantic, sentimental, and religious."
Bruegel is the genre painter par excellence.

Not

only is his subject matter that of the common people, but
his attitude towards this content makes him peculiarly
ideal as an instrument of its expression.

He is detached,

(3 cont.)chapter. Bruegel has left no letters or
writings or recorded comments which has been in the case
of Durer. Since either interpretation has equally strong
evidence, it is impossible to give a positively-authoritarian
answer.
4John Canaday, "Bruegel", Horizon (Winter, 1967)p. 24.
5 nenis L.A. Farr, "Genre Painting" Encyclopeida
Britannica, Vol X, p. 109.
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presents external appearances and lets the observer read
into them what he will.

He shows the whole cycle of life

through a group of people who are natural in their activities
and unrestrained by culture or education; displaying them
to the observer as they really exist.
To judge him from his religious-titled paintings
alone, Bruegel is a far cry from a conscientious devout.
He follows the traditional custom in using contemporary
dress for the characters from the Biblical stories, but his
arrangements of figures and his interpretations of the
incidents differ from those of the early Flemish painters
and of his fellow artists.

The genre element is much more

consistently present.
His painting, Procession to Calvary (in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna) gives a very fresh twist to
a theme which J1any artists had attempted.

He simply shows

us how a crowd of his contemporaries would react to a gruesome spectacle.

There is, in it, no attempt to give any

religious significance except in the groups of women in the
foreground.

These women do not seem especially to belong

to the picture, either as an integral part of it or as an
expression of emotion.

They seem to be borrowed elements

and highly reminiscent of the figures of the earlier religious painters, especially of Roger van der Weyden.

They
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are quite definitely arranged instead of forming a natural
group.
Huxley says of this picture:
"Of the Crucifixion and the Carrying of the Cross
there are hundreds of representations by the most admirable and diverse masters. But of all that I have
ever seen this Calvary of Bruegel's is the most suggestive and dramaticially the most appalling. For all
other masters have painted these dreadful scenes from
within, so to speak, outwards. For them Christ is
the center, the divine hero of the tragedy; this is
the fact from which they start; it affects and transforms all the other facts, justifying, in a sense the
horror of the drama and ranging all that surrounds the
central figure in an ordered hierarchy of good and evil.
Bruegel on the other hand, starts from the outside and
works inwards. He represents the scene as it would
have appeared to any casual spectator on the road to
Golgotha on a certain spring morning in the year 33 A.D.
Other artists have pretended to be angels, painting
the scene with a knowledge of its significanc 6. But
Bruegel resolutely remains a human onlooker."
This very detachment of Bruegel made it possible
for him to paint a great genre painting with a religious
label.
Delevoy thinks that Bruegel seems to express, in
this crowded scene; the artist's accumulative knowledge
of man and nature, of concepts and of figures and of all
his ruling interests.

He says:

"Though it had Flemish and Italian precedents, 7
this picture (of which Van Mander merely said that
it looks very natural" differs from them 'l:ot.o-eaelo,

9A. Huxley, "Bruegel" Calender of Modern Lett.eL.$,
No. 6. (August, 1925) p. 417.
7The windmill resting on a preposterous cliff is
unmistakably borrowed from the early Flemish cosmic landscape painters. Bruegel's arrangement of figures here is
of an Italian mannerist proto-type.
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not only with regard to its iconography but also,
and above all, by the scope and sensitivity of the
artist's visualization of the scene." 8
Two more religious paintings combine landscape
with genre.

In his The Suicide of Saul, he has painted

several hundred human beings but has subordinated them
to the landscape.

The same subordination of people is

found in The Flight into Egypt (Plate 10).

The Suicide

of Saul, in Vienna, is the second earliest painting whereby Bruegel made use of an Old Testament Story.9

Both

these paintings are depictions of contemporary scenes,
according to Bruegel's own terms.

Genre element is en-

hanced by the artist's determination to deviate from the
traditional format.

He defies his predecessors in por-

traying the Holy Family in the resting type.
terested in the movement.

He is in-

"The impression of movement

is very strangely conveyed by the posture and attitude
of St. Joseph and by the parallel forward bend in the
same direction given to the willow with the falling
idol."lO

In these two paintings, he freely used the

studies he had made from his journey through the Alps.

Soelevoy, Bruegel, p. 77.
9 The earliest one is the Tower of Babel, c.f.
Index of Collections.
lOGrossman, The Paintings of Bruegel, p. 195.
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His mountains in here have a remarkable stylistic resemblance to the Sung Dynast~

10th century Chinese

landscape painting, notably that of Fan Kuan.

Both have

the same kind of loftiness, spaciousness, and grandeur.
The landscape is not set by the picture frame, but superimposes the lililagination of the viewer to carry it further
and beyond.

Bruegel, it is abundantly evident from his

'genre works', has grasped the secrets of Chinese painting.
He is, in this

way, a true "disciple" of Kuo Hsi's

observation on the elements of landscape painting.

The

most important element for an artist to reach "tao" (the
way) is the "complete detachment from disturbing outward
conditions and a profound tranquility or emptiness of the
mind.

It is a pre-condition for the painter's self-

identification with the soul of his motif, his becoming
at once with its spiritual import!1 ll
Like Chinese artists, Bruegel reached this inner
significance without any interference of speculative
thoughts~ it was neither forced nor hurried.

It was

achieved by his total absor~on and assimilation of the
essence of his predecessors, followed by a period of
wandering in the Alps, over the mountains, along the streams,
and under the clouds.

He can then join the painters of the

divine class when he finally reached the epitome of the

11osvald Siren, The Chinese on the Art of Paintings.
(New York: Scho€ken Books, 1963), p. 51.
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truth of pantheism.
His other religious painting, The Tower of Babel,
(Plate 12), has a surrealist overtone.

It is full of in-

teresting details about building and the methods which must
have been in use in 1563.

From that point of view the

subject matter is engaging, though religion seems to have
no place except in the title of the picture.

Bruegel has

no intention of making use of the Biblical lesson on punished
pride.

Lucifer Nimrod who built the Tower of Babel is

nowhere to be seen in the picture. 12

The bigger version

shows the stone masons busily at work in the foreground;
on the tower itself, are dozens of workers.

At the foot

of the tower is a wharf with other people fully occupied
with loading and unloading.

The activities in the harbor

at Antwerp probably served Bruegel as a model for this
part of his picture.
In The Numbering of the Folk at Bethlehem, he has
again, as in the Carrying of the Cross, translated the
Bible story into the idiom of his own day.

The scene

might be called, The Taking of the Census in a Netherland
Village.

The figures of Joseph and Mary on the donkey in

12 The Tower of Babel at Vienna is 114 x 155 cm.
depicts Lucifer strolling with his attendlnts. The other
version which is more gigantic and devoid of any visible
human figures is 60 x 74.5 cm. and is currently in the
possession of the Museum Boymans, Rotterdam.
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the foreground of the Numbering picture are simply one of
many groups in the picture.
its own affairs.
Mary.

Each group is concerned with

There is no sentimental attitude towards

The picture was painted in 1566, the year that many

iconoclasts set out to destroy the works of art, religious
symbols, and in their havoc, tear down buildings.

Grossman

has identified the ruins of a castle in the background of
the picture with a drawing made by Bruegel in 1562, as being
the gates of Amsterdam;l3 this is a further demonstration
of Bruegel's subjects being taken from life.
The Adoration of the Magi,(Plate 13), painted between
1556 and 1560, gives the effect of a religious pageant
such as might very well have taken place in Antwerp at about
that time.

The same subject matter has been used thrice.

The one hanging in Brussel~ is the earliest, neither signed
or datea 14 and has a quality of tapestry
cartoon and derives influences from Bosch.

The second one

is in the collection of Dr. Oskar Reinhart at Winterthur.
Painted in 1567, it is Bruegel's attempt to create a new
type of winter landscape.

This is the first time that a

snow scene is connected with the

Adoration of the Magi.

The third one is done in 1564 and is now in the possession
of the National Gallery in London.

13 Reprinted in Delevoy, Bruegel, p. 88.
14 Grossman, p. 190, thinks that it was painted around
1556.
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C. J. liolmes sees the picture as a true depiction
of human types.

He says of it:

"Gaspar is a superstitious old dotard; Melchior
is an unkempt, ill dressed and dreary being; Balthazar
is a delightful wooly-headed blackamoor; Joseph is a
huge cynical peasant, recognizing that he is in luck
and listening with affected unconcern to the gallant
who is whispering into his ear (Heaven knows what!}.
Is he bidding for the delightful nautilus-boat which
Balthazar carries and on which the Jew merchant has
fixed his hungry eyes? 11 15
A carefull observer can hardly fail to agree with
Holmes in thinking that this is not exactly a correct
religious picture, but a satire on religion, which could
have been painted only about the year 1564 when the Netherlands enjoyed a brief period of religious liberty. 16

It

is not for its satirical quality, however, that it is included in this chapter, but for its keen observation and
delineation of the types of peasants which are represented.
They recall the male saints and shepherds in Hugo van der
Goes' Portinari Triptych, and the sinister crowd surrounding Christ in Bosch's

Bearing of the Cross.

The crowd in Bruegel's The Sermon of St. John the
Baptist,

(Plate 14), 1566, is a direct reflection and ex-

tention of the cosmopolitan nature of a trading center
like Antwerp.

There are nuns, abbots, peasants, the

learned, the laborer, even an oriental wearing a pigtail,

15

c. J. Holmes,"The Adoration of the Kings", Burlington Magazine XXXVIII (February 1921) p. 53.
lGFoote, p. 92. The year 1564 witnessed the retirement of Granvelle and the withdrawal of Spanish troops
by Philip II.
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and an Indian woman holding her baby.

His figures in the

crowd have possibly inspired James Ensor's Intrigue,
(Plate 15).

Both of them view,

life as a big carnival,

and penetrate beneath the masks and cloaks

that the people

wear.
The Massacre of the Innocents is the most moving
picture Bruegel painted.

The frantic and bewildered de-

spair of the peasants and their utter helplessness before
the ruthless cruelty of the soldiers is made yet more
poignant through having the scene laid in a peaseful,
snow-covered Netherlands village.

The massed group of

soldiers in the center 1 emphasizjJ1g the superior power of
organized force and its inevitable destruction march
through the lives of ignorant peasants.

The Netherlands

at the time was struggling in just about as helpless a
fashion against the tyranny of Spain.

Bruegel must have

witnessed many scenes of unwarranted cruelty to be able to
render them so truly.

All events in the picture are repre-

sented as occurring simultaneously.

This gives a greater

objective quality to the painting.

Bruegel is not de-

manding sympathy for these people.

He is showing what

happened.

It is a religious picture in name, but in fact

and in essence a genre picture through choice of subject
matter presented.
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Again there are two versions under the same title,
One which is 116 x 160 cm. is now in Vienna.

The other

109.2 x 154.9 cm. is in the possession of H. M., the Queen
Elizabet~ II, at Hampton Court.
dated.

Neither versions are

The smaller one has the inscription:

the larger is unsigned.

'BRVEG', and

Under x-ray scrutiny, Grossman

concluded that Bruegel did not execute the Vienna version
himself, but the painting was pessibly done in Bruegel's
workshop, and partly retouched by him. 17

Charles de Tolnay,

Max Friedlander and Edouard Michel all share the same doubt
with Grossman,

The work is of a poorer quality than the

rest of Bruegels works.

There is no continuation of move-

ment, and placement of figures is relatively stiff.

Delevoy

is convinced that this is indeed from Bruegel's own hand.
He says:
"We find saturated tones, vermilions, yellows,
greens and white, and color harmonies, that assuredly
derive from the palette of the master of Children's
Games and which here serve as the staffage of a
brilliantly original composition. The work of a creator
in full possession of his means." 18
The Massacre of the Innocents is the artist's most
pictorial yet most controversial painting.

He placed his

subjects in the setting of a B~abantine village. 19

The

cluster of bare trees and the glacial stillness of the snow~

17Grossman, The Paintings of Bruegel, p. 199.
18 nelevoy, Bruegel, p. 85.
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thatched roofs tend to accentuate the cold-blooded atrocity
being committed by the alien soldiers.

A bearded old man

cloaked in black has been identified by many scholars as
the Duke of Alba.

The Duke was popularly known as the

Black Duke, partly because he was fond of wearing black
costumes, but mainly because the Flemings thought that he
haa a black heart.

20

In 1566, the Calvinist's agitation was at a boiling
point.

The Protestants sacked the Catholic churches and

mutilated the nuns and priests.
with equal force.

The Catholics retailiated

Margaret, then the Regent,

plead:K1,

Philip II to visit Brussels in order to restore peace.
Philip procrastinated the trip, but finally in 1567, he
sent the Duke of Alba with a troop of 20,000 warriors.
They crossed the Alps, and brutally suppressed the Flemish
revolt. 21

With this historical background, one is tempted

to ask if this is indeed a religious painting.

van Mander

was ~eferring to The Massacre of the Innocents when he says:
"Much that actually happened, for example, a
peasant family begging one of the murderous soldiers
to spare the life of a child he is about to kill, the
mothers fainting in ~~eir grief, and other scenes done
straight from life."

2 °Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 90.
2libid, pp. 92-93.
2 2van Mander's Account of Bruegel, see Appendix A.
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Thus, the painting describes what actually happened and
transfers these happenings to the canvas straight from life.
This painting could also be interpreted as a
political protest against the Spanish tyranny.

Bruegel has

left us no letter or documents which could offer clues to
23
his political leanings. Since the painting is undated,
we have no foolproof way to know if it was definitely
done in 1566, (before the Duke of Alba entered Flanders)
or in 1567, when the Duke was busy persecuting the Flemish.
However, even if we are certain that the painting was done
in 1567, it does not necessarily lead to the assumption
that Bruegel is depicting the gruesome historical incident under
the guise of a religious heading.
It is worth noting here that Cardinal Granvelle,
who was Philip IIrs political agent, had been holding the
position in addition to his ecclesiastical duties, as the
chairman of the much-hated Flemish Council of State.

But

we are also aware that Granvelle was an avid collector of
24Bruegel's works.
Grossman tells us:
r1he apparently valued Bruegel's paintings very
highly, for when the archiepiscopal palace at Malines
was sacked during the disturbance of 1572, his main
concern seems to have been for the lost paidnting by
Bruegel, for the disc~~ery or replacement of which he
gave special orders.n

23c. f. Index of Collections
24 Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 79.
25 Grossman, The Paintings of Bruegel, p. 23.
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The sixteenth century in Northern Europe was in a
ve~y intolerant mood.

Granvelle, depicted as an ambitious

and ingenious churchman overseeing the Flemish with an iron
hand, 26 could never be expected to buy art from Bruegel, if
the artist was known to be outwardly sympathetic towards
the Calvinist or liberation movement.
Delevoy mentions that Plantin and Hans Franckert
are sympathetic towards the Reform movement. 27 Van Mander
mentioned about the singularly intimate friendships between
Bruegel and Hans Franckert.

He says:

"He did a good deal of work for a merchant
named Hans Franckert, a noble and worthy man, who
liked to talk with Bruegel and was with him everyday.
With this Franckert, Bruegel often went ou among
the peasants to their weddings and fairs." 28
One other interesting factor known to history is
that when Plantin had to flee from Antwerp after being
accused of belonging to a "Clandestine sect, 1129 it was also
the same year that Bruegel left Antwerp to be married at
Brussels. 30

26 Foote, The World of Bruegel.
27 cf. Footenote 2, Chapter IV.
28 van Mander's account on Bruegel, Appendix A.
2 9cf. footenote 2, Chapter IV.
30 melevoy, Bruegel, p. 24.
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Could it be possible that Bruegel is using the
pretext of his marriage to flee from Antwerp?

Tolnay

mentions that Bruegel could have belonged to nThe Family
.

of LoveTT, an heretical movement.
about the above speculation.

31

Delevoy cautions us

Antwerp was deteriorating

financially, and Brussels had become a centre of trade and
prosperity.

It would be natural for Bruegel to work in

. 11y progressive
.
· ·
an economica
an d t h riving
town.

32

Furt h er-

more, according to van Mander, Mayken Verhulst gave his
permission for her daughter's marriage to Bruegel on the
condition that he will live in Brussels Tiso as to give
up and put away all thoughts of his former girl (at Antwerp). 11
Foote agrees trat Bruegel can not be a participant
in the Reform movement.

He says:

Why should a celebrated painter, if he were
suspected by Catholic authorities, move from Antwerp,
where much of the population and protestant leanings,
and place himself openly in Brussels, the stron y
Catholic capitol of the Spanish Low Countries.TT
11

31

All this goes to show that various arguments for
and against his politcal leanings, as affected in his
paintings, are as strong as the other.
The painting, Beggars, done in 1568, is the smallest
panel which exists today.

31

34

This same painting is also

Tolnay, Pierre Bruegel l'Ancien, p. 10.

32

Delevoy, Bruegel, p. 24; also cf Chapter 2.
Bruegel had earned a reputation and money by copying
Bosch's prints in his early years indicating that he is
conscious of money.
33

34

Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 79.
Index of Collections.
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under the title The Cripple used by Dvofak and Gluck and
earlier sbholars.

Bruegel painted this picture near the

end of his life when he must have felt the hard and the
sordid as well as the joyous side of life.

In The Cripple,

owned by the Louvre, the wide view is gone and it is placed
in a very restricted area enclosed by buildings and a well.
Bruegel has replaced the casual arrangement of figures
with one of pyramidal type.

,/ ' J r
Dvora~

finds this a parody

on the pyramidal construction of the Italians as well as
on their subject matter - the movement of the figures is
new.

He says, "Chez les Italiens il etait centsipete et

chez Bruegel il est centrifuge. 1135
On the surface, this looks like a genre painting
and taken from life.

The cripples which seem so pathetic

to us now, are not as brutal to the viewer of 16th century.
Wars, poverty, and ignorance had led to a great number of
lepers, lamed, and starved wandering in the street. 36

So

much so that the sensibility of human beings towards the
unfortunates and the have-nots was virtually completely
deadened.

Bruegel obviously did not intend to plead or

seek sympathy from his audience for these creatures.

Not

with-standing the above facts, on a second look, however,

35
36

ovorak, Pierre Bruegel l'Ancienr p. 24.

canaday, "Pieter Bruegel," Horizon,
1968), p. 31.

(Winter 1967-
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one starts grasping some of his use of symbolisms.

Delevoy

pointed out that the hats of cripples represent different
social classes as denoted, the soldier has a shako, the
prince a cardboard crown, the peasant a cap, the bishop a
paper miter, and all but the soldier wea:s a white smock
to which foxtails are attachea. 37
If The Cripple is intended to be a political rather
than a genre painting, as many scholars suspect, 38 it could
be also interpreted as a recordation of the signing of the
"compromise" of April 5, 1566.

It was two years after the

departure of Granvelle, that Margaret, the Regent, was
totally incapable of ruling the Flemings.

She was parti-

cularly nervous about a revolutionary group called the
Confederation of Nobles.
"What, Madame!

Once her courtier chided her:

Are you frightened of these beggars? 1139

referring to the rebels as beggars.

This remark was quickly

picked up by the members of the confederation who identified

37 oelevoy, Bruegel, p. 76. The writer wants to
correct Oelevoy's observation. The prince as well as the
soldier are not wearing a white smock, but there are foxtails attached to the prince's coat.
38 ibid, p. 76. Gluck, Pieter Bruegel, p. 32;
Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 133.
39 Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 93.
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themselves with the beggars' traditional wooden bowls and
foxtails.

This national resistance movement included

members such as workers, peasants, wealthy merchants, lesser
nobility and reform-minded clergymen. 40

They bound them-

selves together for securing the abolition of the Edicts
and the Inquisition.

Bruegel, it may well be, was re-

ferring to this group, that had formed the nation-wide resistance movement.

His singling out of the prince who is

not wearing a white smock, but with foxtail attache~ could
be also analoglUs to William of Orange who was torn between
his loyalty to Philip II and his sympathy towards the sufferings of the Flemings 41 but finally committed himself
to the rebel cause after 1566.
The Look magazine has come up with a strong statement confirming the above hypothesis:
"Some scholars deny that Bruegel meant to invest
The Beggars with political meaning. But why, then, did
he dress his beggars in white vestments, like penitential
garments? Why did he place upon their heads the notched
chimney-pot hats worn by victims of the Inquisition
condemned to be burned at the stake? Bruegel could not
have been so naive as to ignore the likelihood that his
symbols would be considered propaganda--especially
since he was known as one of those the Church called
"libertines" because they espoused religious freedom. 1142

4 0oelevoy, Bruegel, p. 76.
41Foote, Bruegel, pp. 92-94.
4 2 " Affection and Irony," Look,
p. 72.

(February, 19 6 O) ,
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Furthermore, van Mander mentions that before he
died, Bruegel asked his wife to dispose of many of his
drawings.

He says:

"He has drawn many things skillfully and beautifully and supplied inscriptions which at the time
were too biting and sharp and which he had burned by
his wife during his last illness from remorse or from
fear that disagreeable consequences for his wife might
grow out of them. 1143
If van Mander's account is correct, could it be
that Bruegel, towards the end of his life, was so torn by
the civil wars that he had perhaps deviated from his genre
element and became more didactical and politically oriented? 44
Based on Granvelle's ardent admiration of Bruegel,
plus the fact that he was commissioned 9y the Spanish Regent
and the townsmen in Brussels to represent, in a painting,
the digging of the canal between Antwerp and Brussels, 45
the wtiter concludes that Bruegel cannot be logically
volved actively in the Reform or Rebel movement.

in-

He may

be using the political incidents in his paintings as seen
in his The Cripple.

It is asserted that he is merely

43 van Mander's account on Bruegel, Appendix A.
44 The writer also gives an opposing, but more likely
view concerning Bruegel's state of mind towards his lost year
of life, as seen in I'he Misanthrope,-- (Chapter IV) •
45 nelevoy, Bruegel, p. 53. The painting was incomplete due to the artist's premature death.
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blending genre element with historical incidents, and doing
so with a remarkable journalistic integrity and humanistic
sincerity.
The Parable of the Blind {Plate 16) was done in
1568.

It is now in Museo Nazionale, Naples.

is based on the passage in the Gospel:

The painting

"Let them alone:

they be blind leaders of the blind, and if the blind lead
the blind, both shall fall into the ditch. 1146

There is an

informality in the arrangement of figures as found in many
of Bruegel's works, yet he must have tried deliberately to
get the effects he achieved.

A comparison of his early

study of the Blind ~ed by the Blind, with his final powerful
composition, makes that very clear.

In his early study he

has the men moving across the space towards the ditch in an
almost horizontal fashion.

In the later version, done in 1568,

Bruegel skillfully used organization of figrues to create a
dramatic effect.

The background landscape in contrast to

the people, is peaceful in the mood of the Renaissance.

This

serenity is disrupted by the huge diagonal figures occupying
the foreground, and they almost seem to be projected towards
the observer, as they move on to destruction.

In this pic-

ture he has perhaps exceeded the rather narrow limits of
strictly genre painting and has used the peasant types as

4 6nelevoy, Bruegel, p. 12.
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actors in a dramatic and tragic story.

As Foote remarks:

11 .... pessimision of an age and region that saw
them in blind fury attack each other in the name of
God.1147
Lassigne and Delevoy identified the setting to be
that of Pede Sainte Anne, near Brussels. 48

Another striking

feature of The Parable is Bruegel 1 s uncanny skill as an
enlig~tened observant painter.

As early as 1889, Drs.

Charcot and Richer in their Les Difformes et les Malades
l 1 Art have pinted out that Bruegel had the blind men 1 s eyes
turned upward instead of forwards.

(The blindmen, losing

sight have to rely on their other senses.)

Each face has

been studied meticulously, and illustrates a different kind
of blindness.

For example, the central figure is suffering

from leucoma (there is a white patch on his cornea) and
the man behind him is suffering from atrophy of the eyeball
49
.
f rom t h e d amage tote
h optic
. nerve.
resu1 ting
Dr. T. H.
Torrilhon, a modern doctor, also credits Bruegel 1 s medical
observation at a time when it was ignorantly believed that
blindness was caused by the toxic vapour that rose from the
patient 1 s stomach

and leaked into the brain. 9J

It demonstrates Bruegel 1 s nrealism,n which is different from any tactile photographic three dimensionality,
in capturing the essence of life and nature.
11

Bruegel 1 s

realismn springs from his observation and impression of
48 Lassaigne and Delevoy, Flemish Painting, p. 58.
49
50

Delevoy, Bruegel, p. 124.
Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 120.
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nature, which he recorded with meticulous detail to the
illusion of reality.

The term used iq different from

the connotations which associate with the 19th century
French Impressionist painters.

The nineteenth century

Impressionists generally are painters of light-effect
variation.

When we examine their paintings, we do not

normally see the essence of nature, rather the artist's
conception about light reflections.

We are left to ex-

amine the brush strokes, the fusion of color and techniques.
With Bruegel, his impression embraces reality, culminates
to the ultimate truth.

There is an unending explanation

of pictorial reality as well as his philosophy.
never does the seeing for us. 1151

"Bruegel

His audiences are invited

to examine him and his world.
It would be relevant to observe that Friedlander
thinks that in the Parable of the Blind, Bruegel has reached bis maturity:
"Bruegel started as a draughtsman and ended as a
painter, i.e., he went through the development which
every great 1aaster travels, from drawing to painting,
from the small to the large, from the ig~lated and detailed to the expansive and undivided."
:Hchel says that the fresh green of the meadows,
the light and depth of the silvery sky of this painting·

5libid, p. 148.

-·

52Friedlander, Pieter Bruegel, p. 117.
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shows:
"no regard for acknowledged conventions, the
originality of the conception, the correctness of the
drawing, the strength and delicacy of coloring, are
such tha~ it is easy to understand the admiration of
Rubens." 3
Another painting that needs close study is
Aisanthrooe,

(Plate 17) completed in 1568, 54 a year before

Bruegel's death.

The painting, in a certain way, epitomizes

the synthesis of Bruegel's achievements during his life.
It is a sombre painting of an old man plodding.

He isolated

himself from the rest of the world (symbolized by the circle)
by wearing a black cloak with hood.

This painting is from

a naer let leven, taken from life drawing. 55

According to

Delevoy, the medium in this painting is so insubstantial
that one woulJ think that it had been thinned down with
turpentine. 56

The painting seems unfinished, evoking meta-

physical auras, as if yearning for a lost ideal.

The air

is that of pathos, a gesture of renunciation.
Canaday has a different interpretation:
"Bruegel's recognition of human foibles never
reduced him to bitterness--or at least never to any
discernible in his work. From the mass of it we can
deduce that he regarded misanthropy as a form of selfinterest as degrading in its way as avarice or

53 Michel, Great Master of Landscape Painting, p. 97.
54 rndex of Collection
55 Paul Fierens, Bruegel the Elder,
Press LTD., 1846), P• 5.
5 6nelevoy, Bruegel, p. 126.

(London:

Falcon

30

gluttony.
He said something of the kind in The ~isanthrope.1157
This painting is popularly known as Misanthrope,
but the writer prefers the title suggest by Gluck:
The Faithlessness of the World. 58

The central figure is

not that of the hater of mankind, rather it is a man seasoned
and sobered by life.
The painting clearly indicates Bruegel's intention,
11
" as th e wor ld is
'
·
·
S9
so un t rue, I go in
mourning.

Could it be possible that Bruegel is revealing to
the world, his inner self through the old grey-bearded man
who is completely disillusioned, and who is walking slowly
and unaware with unaffected attitude towards the symbolical
figure of the world stealing his purse?
Perhaps Bruegel is telling us, that he is aware of
the political and religious persecution and the dilemmas of
the unfortunate and the dying.

But he is perhaps like this

hermit type figure presumabley turning a blind eye to all
the social disorders.
He sees, but it does not affect him.

He is a genre

artist, when he depicts the merry marriage party, the scenes
of cripples, beggars, the blind, the massacre of the innocents,
the omnipotent nature in his season, and the children's games.

57 canaday, "Bruegel,"

Horizon, p. 32.

58 Gl ucK,
'
p·ie t er Bruege,
1the ~1a
~
er, p. 32 •
59,b.d
i i , p.

32.
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It is clear that Bruegel is like the man in "Faithlessness
of the World," completely detached and unaffected.
is absolutely no sentimentality.

There

Ile does not enjoy with

his subjects, nor does he overtly sympathize with them.
He has a journalist's immediacy about him.
It is human nature ti1at we tend to glorify our
hero with all the virtues, as a patriot or as a man who
fights for justice.

In Bruegel's case, we do keenly

admire his work, his marvelous and refreshing conception
of nature, but we should not attribute to him something which
he does not have.

He is just not the "savior" type.

In the painting Children's Games, done in 1560, and
now in Vienna, Bruegel has painted everyone of the hundred
and fifty-four varieties of play which are given by
Rabelais in his games of Gargantua. 60

Instead of giving

progressive scenes of the same story as was often done in
the earlier paintings from the Flanders, Bruegel has all
the events taking place in a unity of space and time.

In

this picture, the figures at first glance seem placed in a
hit and miss fashion.

There is a casualness about the

arrangement with no specific or specified centre of interest
to which all lines and actions may lead.

But on a closer

examination, there is revealed a certain inter-weaving of

60cf. p. :4.
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lights and darks and colors in his compositions.

It shows

Bruegel's dependence on the Gothic tradition of the interlacing lines and his independence of the more formal
classical arrangements.
This particular kind of compositional form which
Bruegel employed is known as wimmelbild

(teaming figure

picture) while most of his comtemporaries and successors,.
citing Hans Bolas a% example, tend to overlap their figures
when they attempted to combine the Northern heiritage with
the newly acquired knowledge of Italian single-point perspective_. Bruegel was the only one who could combine
this archaic approach with the new perspective, "by
removing his vaatage point progressively higher.as the
picture recedes~ 61

In the case of Children's Games, he

painted the two buildings large enough to frame both sides
of the picture, standing vertically while the children are
seen as if from a low flying helicopter.

He uses diagonals

very cleverly, so that the eye follows easily the direction
of the crowd and is led in a zigzag fashion through the picture.

This quality is also manifest

in the Battle Between

Carnival and Lent.
Bruegel seems very panial to a high horizon.

This

high point of view is not new; the predecessors of Bruegel

61Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 147.
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had used it as a means of making comprehensible a complicated
action in a vast scene.

Dvorak says:

"La disposition scenique des "Jeu2~•enfants"
et de "La Lutte de Carnaval avec Le Careme 11 ou le
vaste plane du •christ portant sa Croix" de l'annee
1564, qui rassemblent en une unite les figures
dispersees, montrent clairement l'influence du
monogrammiste de Brunswick. 116 2
But he added something of his own to this old form,
for with the earlier works there was often a discord between
landscape and people, or else human life was absorbed by
the scene; with Bruegel, there was anice adjustment.
Dvorak says that life and nature are identical with him.
The painting,

-Children's Games (Plate 18) reflects

Bruegel's diversity of interest.

Here all action is shown,

as if on cinemascope, taking place simaltaneously.

The

artist uses the high point of view to accentuate equal
visibility of all children.

While silhouettes are still

emphasized, figures are conceived in three-dimentional
terms.

Earlier flatness gives way to linear pattern-

pattern of values.

Light and <lark are used not as expres-

sions of reality but in order to create a decorative overall effect.

Color, while enriching pattern, is subordinated

to the drawing.

The painting is a superb example of

Bruegel's genre painting eapabilities.

62 ovorak, Bruegel, p. 15.
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The three paintings, The Dance of the Peasant, 1566,
The Dancing Peasants, not dated, and The Wedding Feast, not
dated, are depictions of the joyous and callous nature of
the peasants.
The Dance of the Peasant is also called The
Wedding Dance in the Open Air 63

because there is the

appearance of the bride, wearing her crown, as one of the
dancers.

There is a strong rhyt~~ic movement of the seven

dancing couples, their spirited feelings are conveyed by
Bruegel's powerful expression.

In spite of a huge mass

of crowd, more than 108 figures, 64 they are held closely
together in an orderly fashion, under a triangular format.
The edges of this triangle are lined by standing figures
whic:i:1 become even smaller as they recede into the distant
landscape background, at the corners in the foreground,
large single figures form a clear conclusion.

Unity is

also created by the simplicity of the color combinations,
in which the same vermillion is distributed in broad
planes over the costumes, contrasted with the white and
blue-green which is placed against the warm brown which forms
the ground tone 6f the picture.

Dvorak contrasts The Wedding

Feast and Tintoretto's ~arriage at Cana in an interesting
manner.

He says that in Tintoretto's picture all the lines

63

Grossman, Bruegel, p. 200.

64 From the picture in Gluck, Pieter Bruegel the

Elder, Plate 36.
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of perspective lead to the head of Christ as a center, and
that the whole extent of the room is shown.

65

ilruegel, on

the other hand, does not place any special emphasis on
the bride for whom the feast is given.

Dvora,Jt· says:

"The two rows of guests converge toward the bottom
and form, with a third row of figures, a wedge of which
the point goes beyond the door of the room and binds
the scene with that which l1as passed on the outside.
It is a section of life not only in subject matter
but in composition."66
Separte figures in The Wedding Feast are worth
prolonged study.

The wistful and unshaven bagpiper looking

so earnestly at the two men carrying the pies, the selfsatisfied bride with her hands complaeently folded, and
the man leaning back with his mug raised in his hand are
keenly-felt portrait studies.

The cloth hanging back of

the bride's head is reminiscent of the dorser in The Duke
of Berry's Feast, 6 8

There are no dogs on the table as

there were in the earlier picture, but the head of one is
thrust out from beneath the table.

The peasant's manners

are much less formal than those of the Duke's household,
yet both paintings report that it was t~e custom for men
to wear their hats at the table.

650vorak, Pierre Bruegel l'Ancien, p. 29.
66 ibid, p. 29.
67conway, The van Eycks and Their Followers, p. 503.
68 Barker, Pieter Bruegel the Elder, p. 38.
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In The Wedding Feast, the horizon is placed just
slightly above the level of the eyes of the persons in the
picture, while in The Dancing Peasant, the horizon and eye
level of the people in the picture are identical.

The

choice in this latter picture of the low horizon line
limits the number of people seen.

The ones in the foreground

almost completely conceal those who are farther back.

This

device brings into relief the dancing couple in the right
foreground and the group around the table at the left.
Bruegel seems to have delighted in representing
all phases of peasant life with him the range of his usual
experience, but there never seems to be any yielding to
a desire to p~int a "pretty picture."

None of his people,

judging by the classic standards, are beautiful.

The ab-

sorption of each one in his own affairs rather than in the
possible effect he is having on the spectator is especially
noticeable.

Only by chance are the eyes of a peasant caught

by something outside of the group in the picture. Even in
such a case, as in the Dancing Peasant, in Vienna, and The
Wedding Dance in Detroit, the spectator receives the impression that the peasant is looking out to see something
of interest to him, he is not intentionally inviting attention.
With all of Bruegel's differentiation of faces and hands,
his figures also have a certain simplified puppet-like
quality which relates them to the figures in the works of
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his predecessors.

The attitudes are many and varied,

but there is not, in his works, the feeling that the positions are inevitable as the result in the people themselves of bones, muscles, nerves and emotional responses.
Barker finds that his later figures have much
solidity and emphasis on the third dimension than have his
earlier ones.68

This may be due to the more complete

__ fsion of his technique as a painter with his ability
as a draughtsman.
The paintings Dance of the Peasants, The Dancing
Peasant, and The Wedding-F-east, conspiciously display
Bruegel's ever present gusto, his power of seeing and a
new degree of optimism since his departure from Antwerp.
These painti~gs depict the 'Brueglian types', broadbacked, short and stock?, and their elliptical structures
provide only the faintest hints of the latent geometrical
scheme that has gone to their making. 69

These paintings

show Bruegel's close and constant contact with reality
and emphasize his persistent practice of drawing, truthfully, from nature.

These paintings are lively, spon-

taneous and contain an immensely analytical treatment of
detail, yet they remain strictly and purely genre paintings-

68 Barker, Pieter Bruegel the Elder, p. 38.
69nelevoy, Bruegel, p. 45.
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rich in realism, cheerful in mood,
. . 70
spirit

Kermesse

even when they are not directly con-

nected with the fair.
satiric

They capture the

These works do not contain any open

caricatures but certainly capture the ordinary,

everyday people in a jolly, festive

mood.

The artist

arrives at a remarkable blending of impressionist and
expressionist 71 and simaltaneously also relays the
spirit of the Northern Renaissance.

His genre paintings

establish that he was a humanist who had descended from
the world of the eternal into the present and who "could
live himself into all that caught his eye."

72

Bruegel has asserted himself as the supreme interpreter of everyday life and in doing so he ise.nn<;bling
both art and life, as these concern nature of cosmos as well
as life current~ and thus, his art functions as a deep and
personalized expression of man's ideals which also sometimes
sum up the aesthetics of tomorrow.

7 °Kermesse, Church related festival affairs - see
Foote, The World of Bruegel, p. 118.
71 These words are not being used in the modern
technical sense but in the regular dictionary sense.
72

Delevoy, Bruegel, p. 67.
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CHAPTER V

BRUEGEL: CONSEQUENCES AND CONCLUSION

"ln omnibus eius operibus
intelligitur semper plus
quam pingitur:" 1

Man, the world and the times
have been changing since the very

ABRAHAM ORTELIUS

beginning without any real interruption.

Art, too, has changed,

sometimes in pace with time, sometimes out of step with time by
being ahead of it.

Thus, art

history, being a study of art, is
a study of change, a study of the
history of ideas and in this way,
becomes synonymous with the history of the future.

Artists of

consequence have seldom subscribed
to the s~atus_~o and have invariably done the right things at
possibly the 'wrong' times.

Artists

have produced art which has led to
movements which became avant-garde.
To cite an example, Cezanne did
the embryo work which was further
processed by men like Picasso
Brogue, embraced

1 Robert Hughes
of Bruegel, p. 9.

&

Piero Bianconi.

and

by a whole platoon

The Complete Paintings
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of painters called Cubists, was then avant-garde and later became
the 'In' things and went downhill all the way,
being embraced by the chic
into fashion.

and then, after

and the "with-it" people, degenerated

Giotto changed the Byzantian manner of painting

toward three dimensional representation.

By subordinating details

to mass he organized a spatial world wherein he generalized
in order to monumentalize.

Botticelli conceived his Venus as

a poem of mood as well as the goddess of all generative power.
Piero della Francesca created coolly luminous zones for his
people where light absorbs rather than reflects.

His organization

of space in linear volutes spearheaded a new direction towards~
the portrayal of humanistic actualities.
Michelangelo, an architect, poet, and scholar, cleared
the stage of all inessentials and painted with mathematical
precision and an exactitude that was to charm and challenge the
future generations of artists and provide grass roots inspiration
for Mondrian and eventually the Minimalists.

Titian explored

color like never before and processed it in ternrs of dynamic
rhythms.

What was achieved by the Renaissance and Mannerists

is well documented and fully publicized.

Da Vinci heralded a

new "conceptual" wave length by thinking about and talking in
terms of art work being a work of mind rather than of hand.

We

are introduced to the phenomenon of "the thinking hand" and that
painting should depict the inner tensions of man's mind.

Leonardo
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also advised artists to watch persons in real life, to observe
their attitudes, the way they were talking, arguing, laughing or
fighting, and to note all this down for later use in painting. 2
Nevertheless, the Italianate painting of the fourteenth, tifteenth
and Sixteenth C.enturies is, generally speaking, an.

art of external

exactitude, contemplation and classical rhetoric about the Story
of Man, man not so much as the real thing but an abstract form
obsessed and wrapped in antiquity.

Man was depicted as the center

of the universe, the Renaissance masters created an atmosphere
around man because they had concluded that through the understanding of anatomy idealized, the inner soul would reveal itself
via outward appearances.

The Romanists, in order to make the

human figure appear more graceful than it has ever been or could
ever become, deviated from the depiction of man as well as from
truth.

We had "Man" caught up in a religiously-inspired straight

jacket and loftily emerging as the slave, howsoever glorified a
slave, of an ecclesiastically..prescribed iconography.

The

symmetry and proportion translated in terms of geometrical precision was the aesthetic dogma which saw and glorified man as
saint and hero.
Against this backg•ound there were some artists in the

2teonardo da Vinci, Trattato della Pittura, ed.
Ludwing, {V1enna 1882) pp. 173 and 179.

H.
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North who were processing pioneer pictorial images and concepts:
Jan van Eyck and his almost gothic grandeur, (and it was
Bruegel who eventually broke the long silence of the Gothic
epoch), Roger van der Goes

capturing in his painting an aura

of psychological realism, Robert Campin's daring act of painting
the Virgin in a middle class living room instead of the custol\ary
classic environment.

Then there was Hans Memling painting in

a deeply-personal style,revealing a highly charged personal
I

vision.

And also we had Bosch, at once diabolical, enigmatic,

provocative, infernal as well as pathological.

These were men

of extraordinary vision who preferred the pursuit of personal
commitments at a time when painting in the Italianate or Southern
fashion (of thought as well as technique) had become as unescapable necessity.

The greatest of the Northern painters

was Pieter Bruegel, who assimilated :rnuc:h from his area's
"old masters" and eventually revealed it in a deeply Bruegelian
manner.

In doing

possibilities.

so, Bruegel informed posterity of its own

In retrospect Bruegel emerges as a towering,

if somewhat isolated, figure in the history of art, past as well
as present.

He is the precursor of Rubens (who incidentally

was an avid collector of Bruegels and owned some twelve paintings
by the master3) and Rembrandt.

He, Bbsorbed all he could and then

3 Grossman, Bruec;e3:_,_ p. 27.
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he analysed and assessed it objectively 1 evoking his own
crap-detection systems.

He was an eclectic in the finest

sense, yet everything he touches becomes art, is a deeply
Bruegel manner which transformed everyday events, anecdotes
and legends into art--at once mysterious, satirical,
analytical, witty, emphatic, fantastic, interpretative,
suave, intense, literary, curious, conscientious, complex,
moralising and liberating.

He pre-figured Baroque by his

use of 3-D as merely implied by a system of diagonals
acting as lines of force.

He cast off the yoke of religious

tradition, he mocked authority and it is by no means insignificant that he produced no portraits (hence his art
was not client-oriented).

He was an independent man who,

with his resistence to the :status_guo,contended with the
world of sheer absurdity.

In this, he shares something

very precious and highly ahead of his times.with Caravaggio,
the first among the great expressionists.
Bruegel was born in an era of turmoil and change.
It was a time of new protestartism and stormy religious
controversies as well as new discoveries and acts of unprecedented achievement; for example, Ferdinand Magellan
had made his voyage around the world and Martin Luther had
initiated his "hieratic" yet liberating theories which were
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to shake the very foundations of outmoded religious beliefs
and ideas,

Europe was witnessing an end to the gloomy era

of feudalism,and emerging on the horizon of Europe were
international ambitions stemming from the kings' proclaiming
the Divine Right.

Bruegel looked around, studied the past

and gave us a glimpse of the future.

His paintings are

a blend of the Christian and the classic and a harmony of the
holy and the homely.

Instead of portraying the saints, he

portrays the sinner and the sufferer.

And instead of nature

being a background, nature becomes the battleground where
all the action is assimilated and then disse.minated.

This

gave rise to a new secularism and a new embryo-pantheism,
the inspiration for which included Brutg·qel's new interest
in truth and feeling for nature.

The former signifies his

cosmopolitan concerns, and the latter his belief in the
orgailrit_ conception and interpretation of nature.

Yet, over

the centuries,a myth has prevailed; it is the myth of "Pieter
Bruegel, the Peasant~"

The myth has been fashionable among

aftd "perpetuated" by the illiterate "intelligentia" who have,
apparently, closed their eyes to the recorded fact that in
Antwerp, Bruegel's friends included scientists, scholars
and humanists like Goltzius, Plantin, Ortelius, Hans
Franckert, Coernhert, Cardinal Perrenot de Granv6lle and
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Nicolas Jonghelinck (incidentally a prolific collector and
warmest admirer of Bruegel who in 1566 owned sixteen paintings by Bruegel).

It defies normal tenets of logic that

a peasant who supposedly knew nothing beyond mere painting
would hobnob with some of the most brilliant intellectuals
of his time and age.

It was certainly not a case of ART OF

THE PEASANTS, FOR THE PEASANTS AND BY THE PEASANT, nor was
Bruegel a pop painter of the past, painting the picturesque
peasant tradition.

There was no such tradition.

The myth

was born essentially out of the obvious contempt with which
the self-appointed arbiters, originating in or overwhelmed
by Southern biases and emotionalisms,considered the Flemish
art as fundamentally inferior, grotesque, backward, primitive,
and unskillful.

Bruegel had questioned old values and hence

"devalued" the Mediterranean value systems.

He discarded

the previous notions of man being the center of the universe
and nature being nothing more than a servant of man.

In-

stead he directed himself towards the role of man as embodiment of mankind.

Unlike his Southern contemporaries,

his environment was not all sun and serenity; it was an
environment where nature, indeed, dictated the deeds of
men, where weather was harsh and sometimes brutal, and
where it rained but seldom on a rainy day.
programmer of men and not vice versa.

Nature was the

The second reason
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or unreason for ~he ~yth is that during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, Bruegel's work was in such tremendous
demand that many latter-day pseudo-Bruegels joined the bandwagon and imitations and instant Bruegel copies were coming
off the art studios in wholesale quantities and this made
it difficult, if not impossible, given the mood of the time
and the extremely limited and defective documentation resources,
to separate the real from the false in a flood of forgeries
and fakes.
It is very true that Bruegel's art was art of•,: the
masses, yet it was also art of the real.

He borrowed his

images and themes from the everyday life activities; and he
depicted, with a pioneer spirit, men small and helpless
(as, in fact, they really were, caught in the act of trying
to be themselves), stuck in their environment.

He sh_ewed_it

as_it __ was and thus departed from the make believe.

He

emphasized the dependence of man on nature and depicted men
as mortal beings in all their homely paraphepnaliaand chatty
details.

He forged ahead with a new vision by combining

the symbol and reality, portraying and simultaneously
corresponding with

the conditions of life.

His passionate

pictorialism was not overridden with superfluous classical
gestures but he advocated a new cosmopolitanism which
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editied, reflected and combined biblical themes, follies of
men, repertories of popular proverbs, legends of Indian and
hybrid monsters, obscene creatures, apocalyptic references
to the past and to portents, demons and freaks--pessimistic,
yes, but never betraying his genius as a moralizer committed
also to the objectification of sin.

His work reflects his

documentary conviction and a penchant for depicting the
happenings of daily life even in scenes of high sacredness.
He blends his concern for the odd and the unexpected with
an avid and retentive narration of the prevailing folklore.
He has understood the poetry of the landscape and emerges
as the founder of Flemish nonreligious painting.

In his

landscapes he digs and digs deeper as he explores the nature
of nature.

In his greatest works, art was his object and the

object of his art was nature-objectively related and narrated.
He would not be a foreigner in China as far as his supreme
comprehension of and affection for nature is concerned.
was no peasant.

He

His art was not art for the peasants because

firstly, the exposure of the general public to his painting
was exceptionally minimal (and his work was not hanging in
churches), and secondly, even though his prices were extremely modest by today's standards, nevertheless, these
were quite beyond the reach of the masses.

He could and did

appeal to the cream of the aristocracy of his time.
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When creating his genre painting, he achieved greater
realism in the sense that he always gave unquestioned precedence to reality over heraldry.

He is not a realist in

the cheap and ordinary sense of the expression.

He is a

realist not as a realtor, but as a realizer and as one who
could face and £actualize reality.

His paintings are like

mortality plays and his people were more types than portraits
in the conventional sense.

It is obvious from any deeper

and objective study of his pictorializations that he was
more interested in mood, and less in masses; more sensitized
toward process and less atuned to products.

Thoughts, in

his art, ultimately superseded thingification.

He managed

to capture the burlesque of the human race without compromising his love for mankind.

And he achieved his mar-

riage of vision with values, with immense originality,
unique greatness and stunning quality.
content as well as technique.

Quality both of

Nature is no longer a back-

drop but emerges as a coequal, at the very least, and
dominated ecology at its heightened best.
around heroes.

He avoids dramas

Instead he opts for narration, interpretation

and action; as Nature, in a reversal of roles, no longer
remains incidental and artificially subordinated to man but
rather man becomes incidental to nature.

And this, giving

credit where it is due, is closer to the truth and the facts
of life, then as now, perhaps more so then than now.
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Bruegel rejects the heroic idealism and stylize~ optimism of his
Southern contemporaries (and their faithful and fashionable
emulators) in favor of radical "realism" and pictorialization which are closer to the realization of truth and as
such not arbitrarily guarantined from the ecology in which
man is, whether he likes or disapproves, merely an element-an important and growing element but not the all-present,
all-powerful, as the Southern super myth would have us
believe--contrary to all evidence on record.
In Bruegel's art, man becomes an.event within nature.
Bruegel systematically rejects the convention-dictated
continuous modelling, calm and balanced concertricism of the
aenaissance.

He does not turn his back to issues or to

humanism, he aierely loc]cs out the superfluous and opts for
the significant, and in doing so he, as if miraculously,
virtually dissolves the barriers between life and art.

His

crowds are not merely orchestrations of geometric nuances
and historical references, rather he organizes these as
herd organisms, yet his people perform and operate, in an
anti, or rather supraclassical sense, as objects of life
and subjects of nature.
Bruegel deliberately departs from several of the
Renaissance forms with his innovative interpretations of
actualized space, perceptive perspective and earthy
reality,

and

he

carves

and

initiates

for
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himself a •brand new', ever valid hyperavant-garde iconography
that after a good deal of neglect and some opposition,
~invariably out of the ignorance and arrogauce of its audience)
eventually is now rediscovered and triumps as the true
ancestor of Impressionist sensibilities.
Bruegel is a painter's painter.

Some four hundred

years ago, van ~ander wisely acclaimed him as "model for
other artists. 114
color.

Bruegel is to drawing what Titian was to

In Bruegel we find the spirit of Giorgione as his

paintings ooze out musical and near-musical auras and rhythms.
He emphasizes more thought than painting {and at the same
time paints with the superior professionalism and rare

genuis of a great master) and in this he brings to mind
Velasquez anu even El Greco.

The plenitude and perfection

and mathematical perspective as a countercheck on imagination
running wild inaugrates a new relationship by furthering
the cosmic and classic sense of space; here Bruegel emerges
as a forerunner of David who cleansed painting of the garish
colors and decorative preoccupation of the Rococo painters.
Some of Bruegel's panoramic landscape have elements
that finally flower in the stylish works of Degas and van
Gogh.

It is apparent that his maplike character of views

4 F. Grossman, Bruegel, p. 30.
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was abundantly instrumental in providing indirect inspiration
to Whistler and Ryder.

Art has always opened new windows

without closing the "old" ones.

There have been break-

throughs but there has never been breakaways in art.

The

brilliant unity of viewpoint, perception and assimilation
of various motifs and often conflicting visual data into an
integrated, universalized statement, often narrating a
potent arabesque •••• were the earliest basis for what eventually led to the neo-classic-cum-romantic cosmopolitanism
of Ingres.

And the coordination and modification of various

shapes and forms truly parallel a recreation and introduce
a bit of the real into the unreal world of painting the
collocations of which are found in the Cubist processings
early in our own century.
Some landscapes of Constable with their "view-nestdoor"

quality and some themes by Millet are derived,

significantly, from Bruegel.

Storm at Sea,(Plate 19) done

in 1568 by Bruegel, translates turmoil and temperament of the
sea that reoccur in several Turner seascapes three centuries
later.

And that supreme "primitive" Rousseau owes

con-

siderable artistic debt to Bruegel's intentism and spontaneous
pouring of the soul.
The pictorial patterns predominantly prevailing in
Bruegel's painting are centuries ahead of and indicators to
the design factors that concerned Cezanne and consequently,
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fathered

0

Modern• art.

Bruegel baaed his compositions on

pattern, Cezanne composed his paintings as designs.

A

painting like Land of Cockaig~~ by Bruegel composes three
figures, their bodies boldly reduced to the elementary
geometric forms, and these figures seem welded to the soil,
thus evoking a plastic realization that somehow announces
the future obsession of Cezanne with cone, cylinder and
sphere.

Furthermore, there i• a distinct connection between

Bruegel 1 s realization of constructive, in additional to
ornamental, values in color and the perception imagery of
the Cubists.

Bruegel's inventive compositions were truly

ahead of time and show

now

remakkably Bruegel weaves bis

way to contemporary thought
Braque, obviously, is conscious of Bruegel in
realizing that economy of means stimulates creation, gives
rise to new forms and is the source of style.

Bruegel's

blending the real with the true through a process of thinking out, building up and bodying forth bis

peraonal

visual experiences intensely and authentically ia an achievement to which a lot of

xx

century thinking owes something.

In paintings like Disaster o f ~ and~- ~•i (Dulle Griet)
Bruegel even anticipates the horrors, agonies and effects
of war with dramatic intensity which is later rerendered by
Goya in his May and heralded by Picasso in the over famous
Guernica.
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Delevoy describes the striking feature of the Parable
as the way the 'chain' of blind men is caught up in the
successive, ever-accelerating phases of one and the same
movement, culminating in their leader's fall. 5

Thus, for

the first time, movement is visualized both in space and
in time.

This dissection and reproduction of movement

phenomemon occurs centuries before Duchamp's "Nude Descending
a Staircase", so is more futurist than the Futurists.

It

also occuiredmuch much before the camera made its appearance.
so Bruegel both depicts and invents future occu:n:.anc. . s.

There

is something of Dali and Tanguy in The Magpie on the Gallows
1568 with its spooky, almost eerie light mist veils.
The surrealists have learned a lot from the fantasies
and off-center compositions of Bruegel.

It can be said that

people in Bruegel are somewhat like the automatism of the
Surrealists and related, indirectly but historically, to
the intricate webs that Pollock captures by throwing a
lariat of paint that announces:

"Pollock was here".

We

find the very same message, subject to more than one interpretation, more subtly and more humanistically conveyed in Bruegel's art.

The pop painters of today are

imploring their viewers to have a second look.

5Robert L. Delevoy, Bruegel, p. 126.

So did
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Bruegel, yet he says it so much better and said it so beautifully in a time that had not known a Polaroid camera nor
Time or Life (magazines, that is).

As an architect of the

future, Bruegel shows us a formidable skyscraper "The Large
Tower of Babel" as a sculptural statement ••• apparently devoid of materialistic utility.

When nowadays a conceptual

artist suggest that the Empire State Building be removed
and stuck into the Lincoln Tunnel, well, that may be a
marvellous idea, but Bruegel had a better idea celebrating
human folly through socio-aesthetics and it occurred some
four centuries ago.

It is evident that the avant-garde

of today has a lot to be grateful to Bruegel for, to the
seedwork and virginal embryo explorations of that man.
Bruegel was a prophet among artists.

His art has

never been fully appreciated and will never be comp~etely
understood~ as the time passes, it will renew itself with
new interpretations and step itself into more and more
new involvements.

He was a complete artist, a painter in

the fullest sense of the term, and therehave not
since then.

been many

A time may come, sooner than we think, when

we talk about Pre-Bruegel, Bruegel and post-Bruegel art.
It ought to be realized that a Bruegel is a Bruegel is a
Bruegel.

w.

Burger~Thore (La Musee d'Anwers, Brussels)

wrote in 1862, that Bruegel was "A true master whose im-
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portance is underestimated." 6

It was and remains an,· under-

statement.
Abraham Ortelius has compared Bruegel with the greatest artists of antiquity and saw in him the most perfect
artist of his age (pictorem sui seculi absolutissimum).7
Today when we know more and yet realize that a lot remains
to be learnt, one can accept Ortelius and add that today we
must compare artists of the past with Bruegel and add that
in an imperfect world he was, and remains, as the most perfect painter who painted with a most sincere concern for
art as well as life, and in doing so, came as close as anyone else in bridging the gaps.
I would conclude this chapter by translating
Ortelius:
"THERE IS IN ALL HIS WORK ;MORE
THAN MEETS THE EYE ••••••••••• "

6Robert Hughes and Biero Bianconi, The complete
Paintings of Bruegel, p. 10.
7Grossman, Bruegel,

p.
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APPENDIX A

THE LIFE OF BRUEGEL
Abraham Ortelius who is a personal friend of Bruegel,
has passed to us the finest interpretation of Bruegel in his
Album Amicorum, which contains a fictitious epitaph in honor
of this great artist.

The article is now preserved in

Pembroke College, Cambridge. 1
"Sacred to the Gods of the Underworld.
"No one except through envy, jealousy or ignorance
of that art will ever deny that Peter Bruegel was the
most perfect painter of his century. But whether his
being snatched away from us in the flower of his age
was due to Death's mistake in thinking him older than
he was on account of his extraordinary skill in art
or rather to Nature's fear that his genius for imitation
would bring her into contempt, I cannot easily say.
"Abraham Ortelius dedicated this with grief to the
memory of his friend.
"Questioned as to who his master was among his predecessors, the painter Eupompos,2 calling the crowd of
men to witness, declared it to be nature herself that
should be imitated, and not any artist. This applies
so well to our (friend) Bruegel that it is pleasant for
me to describe him not as the painter of painters, but
the nature of painters. By this I mean that he i• worthy
1 Epitaph by Ortelius from the Album Amicorum (1573?)
preserved at Pembroke College, Cambridge. Pointed out for
the first time by A. E. Popham in the Burlington Magazine,
October 1931, p. 187. The Latin original published in full
by c. de Tolaay in Pierre Bruegel l' Ancien, Brussels 1935,
P• 61.

2Greek painter, ca. 400 B.C.; this quotation in Pliny,
Nat. Hist. XXXIV, J. J. Pollitt, The Art of Greece in the
Sources and Documents Series (1965), p. 144.
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of being imitated by all. As Pliny says of Apelles,3
Bruegel painted many things which seemingly cannot be
painted~ ~n all his ~orks ~here is more in~elligenci
than painting. Eunapius said the same of Timanchus,
in Iamblicus. 5 The painters who depict persons in the
flower of age and seek to add thereto some grace drawn
from themselves totally alter the image represented, and
in departing from the model also depart from true beauty.
Of this blemish is our Bruegel free."
Carel van Mander 1n the Schilder-Boeck, published
in 1604, is the first coherent account of Bruegels' life
and work.

He wrote this book about thirty-five years after

the death of Bruegel, but in the life time of his wife and
two sons.

Though van Mander's narration often includes

anecdotes, his opinion has a variable degree of influence
on Bruegel's critics even until today.

The following is a

translation by Grossman .6
"In a wonderful manner Nature found and seized
the man who in his turn was destined to seize her magnificently, when in an obscure village in Brabant she
chose from among the peasants, as the delineator of
peasants, the witty and gifted Pieter Breughel, and
made of him a painter to the lasting glory of our
Netherlands. He was born not far from Breda in a village
named Breughel,7 a name he took for himself and handed
on to his descendants. He learnt his craft from Pieter

3This dictum of Pliny's was applied to Durer by
Erasmus (see below, p. 123) and also quoted by van Mander
in his Foul\4otion of the Painter's Art, VIII, 12
4Greek painter, ca, 400 B.C.; for this reference see
Pliny, Nat. Hist. XXXV, 74
5Eunapius' Lives of the soehists had just been published in Antwerp by Hadrianus Junius (1568).
6Reprinted in Wolfgang Stevhow, Northern Renaissance
Art 1400-1600( New Jersey: Prentice Hall Inc.) 1 1966 pp.38-41.
7The place has not been identified beyond doubt.
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Koeck van Aelst, 8 whose daughter he later married.
When he lived with Koeck she was a little girl whom
he often carried about in his arms. On leaving Koeck
he went to work with Jeroon Kock, 9,,.and then he traveled
to France and thence to Italy. He did much work in
the manner of Jeroon van den Bosch and produced many
spookish scenes and drolleries, and for this reason many
called him Pieter the Droll. There are few works by
his hand which the observer can contemplate solemnly
and with a straight face. However stiff, morose, or
surly he may be, he cannot help chuckling or at any
rate smiling. On his journeys Brueghel did many views
from nature so that it was said of him, when he traveled
through the Alps, that he had swallowed all the mountains
and rocks and spat them out again, after his return,
on to his canvases and panels, so closely was he able
to follow nature here and in her other works. He
settled down in Antwerp and there entered the painters'
guild in the year of our Lord, 1551. He did a great
deal of work for a merchant, Hans Franckert, a noble
and upright man, who found pleasure in Breughel's company and met him every day. With this Franckert,
Breughel often went out into the country to see the
peasants at their fairs and weddings. Disguised as peasants they brought gifts like the other guests, claiming
relationship or kinship with the bride or groom. Here
Breughel delighted in observing the droll behavior of
the peasants, how they ate, d~ank, danced, capered, or
made love, all of which he was well able to reproduce
cleverly and pleasantly in water colors or oils, being
equally skilled in both processes.lo He represented
the peasants-men and women of the Campine 11 and elsewhere-naturally, as they really were, betraying their
boorishness in the way they walked, danced, stood still,

8There is little stylistic connection between Bruegel
and Koeck. Some scholars have repeatedly doubt the authenticity of this account.
9Hieronymus Cock, etcher and publisher in Antwerp.
Bruegel himself did only one etching of his own; most of his
designs were engraved in Cock's workshop. Bruegel was in
Rome in 1553; he returned to the Netherlands in 1554 or 1555.
l0Bruegel may have learnt water color painting from
Koeck's wife, Mayken Verhulst.
llThe countryside to the east of Antwerp.
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or moved. He was amazingly skillful in his compositions
and drew neatly and beautifully with the pen, producing
~any small views after nature. As long as he lived in
Antwerp he kept house with a servant girl. He would
have married her but for the fact that, having a marked
distaste for the truth, she was in the habit of lying,
a thing he greatly disliked. He made an agreement or
contract with her to the effect that he would procure a
stick and cut a notch in it for every lie she told,
for which purpose he deliberately chose a fairly long
one. Should the stick become covered with notches in
the course of time, the marriage would be off and there
would be no further question of it. And indeed this
came to pass after a short time. In the end, when
the widow of Pieter Koeck was living in Brussels he
courted her daughter whom, as we have said, he had
often carried about in his arms, and married her. The
mother, however, demanded that Breughel should leave
Antwerp and take up residence in Brussels, so as to give
up and put away all thoughts of his former girl. And
this indeed he did. He was a very quiet and thoughtful
man, not fond of talking, but ready with jokes when in
the company of others. He liked to frighten people,
often even his own pupils, with all kinds of spooks
and uncanny noises. Some of his most important works
are new with the Emperor, for instance, a Tower of Babel
with many beautiful details. One can look into it from
above. There is also a smaller picture of the same
subject. Further, there are two paintings of Christ
Carrying the Cross, which look very natural, with some
camic episodes in them. There is as well a Massacre
of the Innocents, in which we find much to ¼ook at that
is true to life, as I have said elsewhere; 1 a whole
family begging for the life of a peasant child which one
of the murderous soldiers has seized in order to kill;
the mothers are fainting in their grief, and there
are other scenes all rendered convincingly. Finally
there is a Conversion of St. Paul with most beautiful
rocks. We would be hard put to it to enumerate all the
things he has painted, the weird and fantastic pictures
of Hell and of peasants. He did a Temptation of Christ13
where one looks down from above, as in the Alps, on towns

12 In the Foundation of the Painter's Art, VI, p. 54.
13 Later in Ruben's Collection, now lost.
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and countries immersed in clouds, with gaps in places
which one can see through; he also painted a Dulle
Griet who is looting at the mouth of Hell. She stares
with a vacant expression and is decked out in an extraordinary way. I think this and some other pictures are
also in the possession of the Emperor. An art lover
in Amsterdam, Sieur Herman Pilgrims, owns a Peasant
Wedding painted in oils, which is most beautiful. The
peasant's faces and the limbs, where they are bare, are
yellow and brown, sunburnt; their skins are ugly,
different from those of town dwellers. He also painted
a picture in which Lent is shown fighting with Carnival,
another in which expedients of every kind are tried out
against death, and another with all manner of children's
games, and countless other small paintings of great
significance. Two canvases in water color are to be
seen in the house of Mynheer Willem Jacobsz, an art
lover who lives near the New Church in Amsterdam. They
are a Peasant Fair and a Wedding, a picture with many
comic figures, showing the true character of the peasants.
Among the people who bring gifts to the bride there is
an old peasant who has a little moneybag hanging from
his neck; he is busy counting the money into his hand.
These are outstanding paintings. A short time before
his death the councillors of Brussels asked him to paint
some pieces to show the digging of the Brussels-Antwerp
canal. But his death interferred with the work. Many
of his compositions of comical subjects, strange and full
of meaning, can be seen engraved; but he made many more
works of this kind in careful and beautifully finished
drawings to which he had added inscriptions. But as some
of them were too biting and sharp, he had them burnt
by his wife when he was on his deathbed, from remorse
of for fear that she might get into trouble and might
have to answer for them. In his will he bequeathed to
his wife a painting of a Magpie on the Gallows. By the
magpie he meant the gossips whom he would deliver to the
gallows. Another painting showed Truth Breaking Through.
He considered it his best work. He left behind him two
sons who are also good painters. One is called Pieter.
He was a pupil of Gillis van Coninxloo and paints portraits from life. 1 4 Jan, who had learnt the use of water
14 This information was corrected by van Mander in the
appendix to the Schilder-Boeck: "I have been wrongly informed that Pieter Breughel the Younger paints from life. He
copies and imitates his father's works very cleverly."
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color from his grandmother, the widow of Pieter van
Aelst, was instructed in the art of painting in oils by
Pieter Coedkindt, in whose house were many beautiful
things. He traveled to Cologne and thence to Italy.
He has earned a great reputation for himself by his
landscapes with very small figures, a type of work in
which he excels.
Lampsonius and Guicciardini address Bruegel as the
New Hieronymus

Bosch.

Van Mander refers to him as Pieter

the Droll, and all these has influenced the opinion of the
great nineteenth centur1 poet-critic Baudelaire on Bruegel.
The following is his comment: 1 5
"From the outset the Flemings and the Dutch did some
very fine things, of a really peculiar and indigenous
character. Everyone knows the early singular productions
of Brueghel the Droll, not to be confused with Hell
Brueghel, as several writers have done. That therein
lie a certain systematization, a deliberate eccentricity,
a method in his oddities, is beyond doubt. But we may
rest assured too that this strange talent has a loftier
origin than any mere gamble in art. In the fantastic
pictures of Brueghel the Droll is displayed the full
power of hallucination. What artist could compose works
so monstrously paradoxical, unless he were driven to do
so from the outset by some unknown force? In art, and
this is something all too often overlooked, the share
that falls to man's will power is much less great than
is supposed. In the Baroque ideal that Brueghel appears
to have pursued, there are many points in common with
that of Granville, especially if one cares to examine
the tendencies shown by the French artist in the last
years of his life: visions of a sick brain, fewer-bred
hallucinations, transformations of dream images, queer
associations of ideas, fortuitous combinations of oddly
assorted form.

15First published in Le Present, Paris, October 1,
1857, under the title: Quelques caricaturistes etrangers;
reprinted in the first edition of Curiosites Esthetiques,
Paris, 1869. The text given above is translated from that
of Y. G. Le Dantec's edition of Baudelaire's complete works,
Bibliotheque de la Pleiade:(Paris, N.R.F., 1938,II),pp. 211-213.
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"The works of Brueghel the Droll can be divided
into two classes: one contains political allegories
all but undecipherable today; in this series are to be
found houses with eyes instead of windows, windmills
with arms instead of vanes, and a thousand frightening
compositions in which nature is continually being
transformed into a riddle. Even so, it ia often
impossible to make out whether this kind of composition
comes under the heading of political and allegorical
designs or falls into the second class, which is obviously the more curious of the two. The latter, which
our century, for whom nothing is difficult to explain
owing to its dual character of incredulity and ignorance,
would merely describe as fantasies and caprices, contains, it seems to me, a kind of mystery. Not all the
arcana of the human mind have been fathomed by the latest
investigations of certain doctors, who have at last
had an inkling of the need to explain a host of historical
and miraculous events otherwise than by the convenient
means of the Voltairian school, which saw nothing on
all sides but clever imposture. Now I defy you to explain the fanciful and diabolical freaks of Brueghel
the Droll otherwise than by a kind of special satanic
grace. For the term 'special grace' substitute, if you
like, the term 'madness' or 'hallucination'; but the
mystery will remain nearly as dark. The collection of
these pieces spreads contagion; the antics of Brueghel
the Droll make you giddy. How could a human mind contain so many diableries and marvels, engender and describe so many frightening absurdities? I can neither
understand it nor positively determine the motive behind
it; but often in history, and even in more than one
part of modern history, we find proof of the immense
power of contagions, of poisoning produced by the moral
atmosphere, and I cannot help noticing (but impa:rtiall¼)
unpedantically, with no intention of proving that Brueghel
may have seen the devil in person) that this prodigious
flowering of monstrosities coincides in the most singular
manner with the famous, historic epidemic of witches,' 1
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APPENDIX B

BRUEGEL'S EPITAPH
Pieter Bruegel's epitaph appears on a gravestone
in the Church of Notre Dame de la Chapelle at Brussels.
Petro Breugelio
exactissimae industriae
artis venustissimae
pictori
quern ipsa rerum parens natum. laudet
peritissimi artifices suspiciunt
aemuli frustra imitantum
itemqr · Mariae Coueke ejus conjugi
Johannes Breugelius parentilros optimis
pio affectu posuit
obrit ille anno MDLX IX
haec MDLXXV I I I
David Teniers jun ex haereditus
renovali t a' M D C L X X V I
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INDEX OF COLLECTIONS
ANTWERP
Musee Mayer van den Bergh
The "Dulle Griet" (Mad Meg); ve~y l:i._ttle has remained
of signature and date. (115 x 16I c~

BANBURY
Upton House (National Trust)
The Death of the Virgin; (36x55 cm.).Signed:
traces of date illegible.

BRVEGEL,

BERLIN-DAHLEM
Staatliche Museen
The Netherlandish Proverbs; (117xl63 cm.). Signed and
dated: BRVEGEL 1559.
Two Monkeys; (20x23 cm.). Signed and dated: BRVEGEL MDLXII.
BRUSSELS
Musees Royaux des Beaux-Arts
Landscape with the Fall of Icarus; (73.5xll2 cm.). Neither
signed nor dated.
The Adoration of the Kings; (115.5xl63 cm.). Neither
signed nor dated.
The Fall of the Rebel Angels; (117xl62 cm.). Signed and
dated: M.D.LXII BRVEGEL.
The Numbering at Bethlehem; (116xl64.5 cm.). Signed and
dated: BRVEGEL 1566.
D. M. van Buuren Collection
Landscape with the Fall of Icarus;
signed nor dated.

(63x90 cm.).

Dr. F. Delporte Collection
Winter Landscape with Skaters and a Bird-Trap;
Signed and dated: BRVEGEL. M.D.LXV.
BUDAPEST
Museum of Fine Arts
The Sermon of St. John the Baptist;
and dated: BRVEGEL. M.D.LXVI.
DARMSTADT
Museum
The Magpie on the Gallows;
dated: BRVEGEL 1568.

Neither

(38x56 cm.).

(95x160 cm.).

(45.9x50.8 cm.).

Signed

Signed and
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DETROIT
Institute of Arts
The Wedding Dance in the Open Air;
signature; dated: M.D .LXVI.
HA..1\1PTON COURT
H. M. The Queen
The Massacre of the Innocents;
signed nor dated.
LONDON
National Gallery
The Adoration of the Kings;
dated: BRVEGEL M.D.LXIII.

(119xl57 cm.).

Without

(109.2xl54.9 cm.).

Neither

(lllx83.5 cm.).

Signed and

Count Antoine Seilern Collection
The Flight into Egypt; (37.2x55.5 cm.). Signed and dated:
BRVEGEL MDLXIII (the last two figures only partly legible.)
Christ and the Woman take in Adultery; (24.lx34 cm.).
Signed and dated: BRVEGEL M.D.IXV.
MADRID
Prado
The Triumph of Death;
dated.
MUNICH
Alte Pinakothek
The Land of Cockaigne;
M.DLXVII. BRVEGEL.

(117xl63 cm.).

(52x58 cm.).

Neither sig~ed nor

Signed and dated:

NAPLES
Museo Nazionale
The Misanthrope; (86x85 cm.). Signed and dated on the
painted frame: BRVEGEL 1568.
The Parable of the Blind; (86xl54 cm.). Signed and dated:
BRVEGEL M.O.LX.VIII.
NEW YORK
Metropolitan Museum of Art
The Corn Harvest (August); (118xl60.7 cm.). Signed
BRVEGEL. Of the date only the last figures ••• LXV are
clearly legible.

D. M. van Buuren Collection, see Brussels.
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PARIS
Musee du Louvre
The Cripples; (18x21.5 cm.).
BRVEGEL M.D.LXVII.

Signed and dated:

PRAGUE
National Gallery
Hay Making (July); (117xl61 cm.). Neither signature nor
date are visible now, but as this painting is one of a
series all the other parts of which are dated 1565, the
same date can safely be assigned to it.
ROME
Gall'eria Doria
View of Naples;
dated.

(39.8x69.5 cm.).

Neither signed nor

ROTTERDA."'1
Museum Boymans-van Beuningen
The Resurrection of Christ; (43.lx30.7 cm.).
Inscribed
by a later hand over an earlier signature now lost:
BR V EVEGEL. Not dated.
The Tower of Babel; (60x74.5 cm.). Neither signed nor
dated.
SAN DIEGO (California)
Timken Art Gallery
Landscape with the Parable of the Sower;
Signed and dated:
••• VEGHEL .557.

(74xl02 cm.).

VIENNA
Kunsthistorisches Museum
The Fight between Carnival and Lent; (118xl64.5 cm.).
Signed and dated: BRVEGEL 1559.
Children's Game; (118xl61 cm.). Signed and dated:
BRVEGEL 1560.
The Suicide of Saul; (33.5x55 cm.).
Inscribed and signed
at the bottom: SAVL.XXXI CAPIT. BRVEGEL.M.CCCCC.LXII.
The Tower of Babel; (114xl55 cm.). Signed and dated:
BRVEGEL.FE.M.CCCCC.LXIII.
The Procession to Calvary; (124xl70 cm.). Signed and
dated: BRVEGEL MD.LXIIII.
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VIENNA (cont.)
The Hunters in the Sn.ow (January); (117xl62 cm.). Signed
and dated: BRVEGEL.M.D.LXV.
The Gloomy Day (February); (118xl63 cm.). Signed and
dated: BRVEGEL MDLXV.
The Return of the Herd (October or November?); (117xl59 cm.).
Signed and dated: BRVEGEL MDLXV.
The Massacre of the Innocents; (116x 160 cm.). Inscribed
BRVEG. Not dated.
The Conversion of St. Paul; (108xl56 cm.). Signed and
dated: BRVEGEL. M.D.LXVII.
Peasant Wedding (The Wedding Banquet); (114xl63 cm.).
Neither signed nor dated.
The Peasant Dance; (114xl64 cm.). Signed: BRVEGEL. Not
dated, obviously painted about the same time as the
Peasant Wedding.
The Peasant and the Bird Nester; (59x68 cm.). Signature
and date: BRVEGEL MD.LXVIII, written in gold, are renewed.
The Storm at Sea; (70.3x97 cm.). Neither signed n~r
dated. Unfinished.
WINTERTHUR
Dr. oskar Reinhart Collections
The Adoration of the Kings in the Snow;
Signed and dated; M.D.LXVII BRVEGEL.

(35x55 cm.).

ANONYMOUS COLLECTIONS
Landscape with Sailing Boats and a Burning Town; (24.4x34.8
cm.). Neither sigged nor dated.
Landscape with Christ Appearing to the Apostles at the
Seat of Tiberias; (67xl00 cm.). Signed and dated:
P. BRVEGBEL 1553.
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